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SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL GRADIENTS ABOVE A GROUND GRID - I

How Good Is The Present IEEE Method? (A Special Report For WG 78.1)
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Abstract -- Ref.err inrg to tier 1976 ed itioi ofl Ift std 81), tII s
paper examines the basic premises of IEEE gradient nethoid aird of
s irlp f ed eqgiat ionris for dote rin ri rig tire totuch arid step vol t-
ages inr the cornerr mesh of a groi.inding grid. Re-examination orf
the prirncipal assumptions yields a new simiplified formula for Krn
which performs the calcuIlation witth less error. A be neficial ef-
fect of grouind rods is evaluiated irn view of the preserit equation
for the ciui-rcrit rregulari ty faictor Ki. A brief' aura lysis of tie
effect of a crush-stone over lay.uipon the allowable stirface volt-
age above an(d heyorid a grouti(i ig gr id, is a so cI tided. A review
of work dorie by others related to) ttie methods of Std 80 inIcluides
a discussiion of erfiations and of soriro critical aspects irivolved.
A comlpulter-produiced series, comparing the performlance of the old
simpl ified and rorn-simpl if ied equtatiorns for- Kmn with tthe imsproved
onies and with the equations suggested by Thapar arid lagar7aIker
nian, link, and Nathman, conclides Part of this two-part report.
Its puirpose is to provide a framework for ulpdatirig and refinririg
Appendix of the Guide which is presently tinder revision.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two decades ago, a simple anrd reasoriably accuirate method for
grounding calculations was thought to be at hand. In 1958, AIEE
Substation Comrnittee Report, prepared by a small workinrg groLup
led by Steveris, was pujblished irn the AIEE Transactions under the
title "Voltage Gradients Through the Ground Under Fauilt Condi-
tions". In 1961, this report becaine a core of the AIEE Guide 80,
and consequLently, of the IEEE Std. 80-1976. /1,2,3/

Using as a bench mark the resuIlt of measurements done by Koch on
very small-scale models of square grids in an electrolytic tank,
a remarkably simple method for determining the effects of a grid
geometry uipon the step and touch/mesh voltages was devised. The
method centers on determining three major coefficients, Kin, Ks,
and Ki, which are used in evaluating the step and touchi voltages
above a groLinding grid, as follows:

E = K K I / L and E = K K I / L (1 ),(2sash 51i0 step 51i 0

where d is soil resistivity, in ohm-meters

Km is mesh voltage factor

Ks is step voltage factor

Ki is current irregularity corrective factor

I is grid current, in amperes

L is total length of grid conductors + (optionally)
total length of ground rods, in meters

While both Km and Ks are r-easoriably simple fuinctions of a niumber
of para lel condoctors N. ttiei r spacing D, dianmeter d, afid depth
of a grid buIriaI h, i.e.

Km = f(N,h,D,d) and Ks = f(N,h,D) (3),)lf)

the application of the thiird factor Ki, also called "current ir-
r eguIlarity factor", has riot beern clearly definred. Thie desigrner
is left to decide himself if a) to determine Ki as a simple lirn-
ear ftunction of N. specif'ically as

K. = f(N) = 0.172 N + 0.65 (5)

or b) ulse arn arbitrary valtuc, totatly depernderit orr his judgement
and experierice, at best assisted by irispection of figrire 8, page
23 of the suibject Ciiide, sthowirig a few square gr id patterris wi th
so pre-ca dclated prodrrcts of Ki and Km, as to match the a ready
nieritioned Koch's experimental data, or c) select this valuie Irom
a typical rarnge of Ki values, givern elswhere in the Gtuide as 1.2
- 2 or "slightly more", without attempting to arnalyze the design
fuLrthe r.

Nontheless, despite minrlor reservations voiced by Schwarz in hiis
discuIssiorn of the origirnal AIEE report - mostly in regard to the
general applicability of the "typical" values above - whichi he
felt to be too low, the overall concept or this method has been
enthusiastically received by tthe inIdLstry. In fact, according to
the recent internatiornal suirvey, the Gluide is regarded by many
as the only rererence book for grounridirg design which has beer
accepted practically world-wide, /It/
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In order to truly appreciate the method assa contribution to the
art of grounding, orne has to realize that in the ear ly fifties,
both the scarsity of corimputing facilities arnd the limited oppor-
tuinity t.o use a computer systematically, hampered the chances to
discover any computat iorial anoma ly or pecull ia ri ty of the method.
ThoUgh some pioneeririg work on compuiter was done by Gross et al,
their research concentrated more orn an exact calculatiorn of ttie
ground resistarices of rectangular grids and plates (an averaging
problem), than orn the effect of electric gradierits above a grid,
concerning extremriities. /5/

Hlowever, soon in the following years, the validity of several
assuImptions became questioned. In the seventies, first Mukhedkar
and Dawalibi, Sverak, and later Zukerman, Nahman arld SkIlletich,
and Zink, have each dealt with some of the following problems,
known to tii s date; refe"rerncoes /6, 7,8.101,19/

1. Ihe eqiratioris inor a eorrinr iesh IIvoltage oftenr runirid to produce
valties which are too low for large grids witth many meieshes. The
orror ustrirIu y s between 101 arid 4l0 pe coernt. Irnlii s rnegard, ttfr
SiMpl fied fo rmulIa for factor Ka), Fq. (17) Of the Guide, is ttie
worst; it iras becnl known 'to prodltiro zero o0 rlega.ttiVe Valrues, im-
plyinrig a physical ly imnposs ib)le corndition inr thec cennter of a corr-
ier mesh: the electr ic poteritia at the earthlls surface woulld
lave to he eqira I or greater tha n that nf a cuirrenrt soiurce.

2. The siayrel iflid E:q. (2?) for Ks prodruces excessively high step
voltages. As a consequence, corntradicting designr reqrirnrentts
eray rcsri t frorfn the rise of si rlp if' err eqIrioLr])5, i f orl lt rn'lPm ts
to satisfy both the step and toLuch voltage irni t simul taIleorlsly.
1ypical y, if' the rniriribe r of' grid condrdcto rs s ir: reaserd irl ornd-
or to lower the mesh vol tage, the resi lt ing iigher Ki - together
witth a ricarly urricraniged vanlie of Ks - evenrtuaal ly carl noffset ttir
effect of an increased conduictor lerngtth in lowerirng the average
cuirrent density per uirnit of cornduictor lergth. llernce, instead of
the e:xpected d-crease ir thc step voltage magnrituLde, ar) irnrrase
restilts. In al probabil ity, ttiis behavior puizzled maniy engine-
ers who-tried to writei a sirnple compuiLtr program based ore these
equiationis, arnd usern a logical "IF (Km.AND.Ks)" type of branich or
decisiori stateinerit ini thoir corii ini order to exit ri ci lctriatirF1
loop or fila I i7ze the comrputation whern both the requ i red corndi-
tions, related to safe valuies of' Km arnd Ks, are met.

3. 3 ie assuii[rtion ofr an eqqtIal cir rrerit d istribtitiorn be tweerl wi res
of the grid, combined with the (irocertairnity about the valties of
Ki arnd L, leaves the metihod open to certaiii miissirfterpr'eetatiorns.
The most typical is the assrrmption that only the spacing of cor-
rier meshes has to be corrected for Ki calculated by (5), while
the nuimber arnd spacing of innrier conductors eventIal ly need not
to be charged - if a givern desigrn satisfies the safety criteria
for some lower value of Ki which is believed to be adequlate for
inside areas. A failuLre to accounrit for the effect of a reduiced
total conductor lenrgth anrd the increase in a inear cuirrent (len-
sity can be disastrouIs.

4. Neglecting the effect of cross-connections and of ground rods
contradicts the facts of life: A grid-rod system is used irn most
stations, and long grouind rods are frequLently uitilized to reach'
conductive soil.

5. As the current densities of iodividual conductors differ more
when the nuimber of meshes is iricreased, a sirigle calculation of
the corner mesh voltage alone is nearly irrevelant to a practic-
al design of large grids. Further evaluation of the inner mesh
voltages then is necessity for determining a saf'e grid layout.

Initially, the first two problems were viewed as a matter of un-
restrained use, mainly because - imriplicit irn the method - is the
assumption that the spacing between conductors is large coinpared
with their diameter and depth of buirial. Thus, no method changes
were made in the 1976 edition of the Gulide.

Buit three years later, Crawford et al /9/, using a computer, de-
monstrated that the application of the simplif ied method failed
to prodirce a srrff ini cotly sa ie duoigir evenri ri a case wiricti tihad
boom tthe least suspected: tth(e simpl carlcrilatiori for arr I-stiraed
grid desigrn, described irn Atuppred x of tLie GCLi, priles 39-4l.
Itiis incident, togethrrr with gereral irergress ir coiIpirterioed
nodel irig of compiie x grotiridirig systr-fis irni iytilti-layer soilI s, has
set thte stage for a major re-assissmeriLt of tlhe preserit mn thod. A
further rneed for ttie appraisal resuilts f rom the realI zation that
irl irista Ilatiens whic hr incrluide GIS (gas-irisulated staitions), tthe
simplistic assiumptions which are ;de(lgrIate nuor smar crnVe ioona
stations, oftern arei uroeanlistic f'or, designring a glounrdirig systern
whichi servos compact htit electrically large power facility. /26/

2. SCOPV

The puirpose of ttLiiis repolrit - presented in two parts - is to as-
sist and comuplerrnit ttie preseint efforts of'Workino Group 78.1 of
tie- U)isir ibuti urn SliuistationLs SUtrb:oriMitteel iri preparirug tthe 1983
edition of IEFF Std 8(1. Ilni partictilar, Part reviews the exist-
irlg inthod, tifeies a jor stdortcomTl ings, arid ascertains appl Ic-
ability limits of thie assin .ipprrach. Iri Part I I the inrthord will
be exterinded Lu eva Iualte nrueqnL1a ly-spaced grotiund iog gri ds with or
wittEnon t grotirnd rnans al lo winrr eithier for a uirnifor-in soa or a two
.-layer, higth-to-low resistivity rmiediuim, with the grid buried in
an Upper layer, arid thre rods penctrating a more colIdoctiVw lower
layer. Ou tlinie of compuItinr1g routines, uisable inr minicorTmpuiter anrld
scientific calcoilatorr applications, will be also provided.
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3. PRINCIPAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Problemn Definitiorn

In most stibstat ions, the grouirnd ing grid is insta Illed inr a sha low
depth h, uIsu.IalIy be tween 0.5 - lm, below the earth's sLirface. For
a personr walking orn the surface, or st;ard irig there arid touchinrg a
grouinded metal striuctuire, the safety problem is that of a volt-
age difference between poirits P arnd Q, where hiis feoet are ini corn-
tact with the earth, arnd between the potlentia "Vg" on a grotinded
metal he might tOLuCh; Figuire 1.

z

V V,g O

SoIution of probleins related to item (1) is particUilarly dit-
ficLilt irn the case of dense gr-ids: According to an establisthed
aria logy between the resistance of a grid and the capacitance
of a rectangiular meta plate, the more condLuctors a grid has,
the more its cuirrerit derisity distribution resemibles ttiat of a
plate charge. BLut, irn coritrast to the ca ictilatiorn of tthe total
resistarnce of (or for that matter, capacitarnce of') the grid by
sorne convenient averagirng methiod - which eventually may disre-
gard end-effect deviations withouIt mLuch of an error - there is
rno escape freom ac-ounting for them in calculating the crit,ical
suirface voltages near the gr-id perimeter. To be more specific,
consider the potential at poirit P(x,y,(l) above the correr mesh
of a grid G, F-iguire 1. As the grid is rear the a i r-soi bounrid-
ary, two current density vectors, J(xo,yo,h) and J(xo,yo,-h),
are necessary to qularitify the current distribution en the grid
and on its image. The potential is

x

Figure 1.

Y

*09
Vo

Defining the step arnd touICh voltages "Vs", "Vt", as

Vs = Abs (Ep - EQ) and Vt = Abs (Ep VO)

the problem of a critical stirface voltage can be stuidied in terms
of arn electric gradient field, produced by a complex electrodle G,
consisting of a number of recti innear elements gl. g?, ..., grl,
which are connected to a sinigle cuirrent souIrce 10. UsLIally, Vg is
put eqtual to thtie poterintial Vo, car,ried by the grid.

Behavior of suIch a system irn homogerneouIs mediuIm of condulctivity y
is described by the Laplace for-miula for a voltage scalar ui,

72u=0 ( 8)
and by several bouirnldary condittions affecting the partictilrr solu-
tion of the problem. In more detail, Using Cartesian coordinatels,
when a cuirrerit density vector J satisfies the Iinear relaeritriihip

v(P) =1 Ss J(xo,yo,h) + J(xo,yo,-h)] dx dyo W(x,y,xo,yo,2h) ( 13)
7~G x- xe)2 + (y - ye)2 + h

Above, funrction "W" synibol izes the role of a mtuttiaI res tarces
between the real anrd imaginriary wire segmerits anrd their effect on
a Current f low toward P. Becatise the relative magnitude of each
current contribution varies inversely with the distance frorrm a
sernding point, for wires close to P' even a small error irl valules
of the calcuilated current oftern causes a large cummuilative error
affectirig the resuilt for V(P).

Secornd problern arises if, for all grid conductors, an equal spac-
ing and uniform leakage cLurrent are assiumed simultaneoLIsly. This
douible assumption virtuIally "upgrades" the well-known di lesima of
Eq. 12 (requiring all wire segments to be at the same potential,
and to leak a cuirrernt with a constant derisity alorng eachi segmnerit)
from the realm of a mere incompatibility to the one of impossibi-
ity: iniplicitly, to violate all hasic premises of ( 11).

And the use of stipe rpos t ion? AI thouglh it is true that thfe volt-
age-current relation is linear and, irn view of (9), thie potenrtial
on arny cornductor is a scalar combination of the poteritials gene-
rated by currents leakirng f'rorn the irndividuIal conduIctors, these
facts do not aLutomatically justify a general applicability of the
suiperpositiorn pririciple for all manipulatioris. Consider, for ini-
stance, that a current leakage derisity per uinit area varies with
the inverse of distance x f'rom tthe line source of current.

The suIperposition pririciple reqUires that for arny funrictionial re-
lationsship, ttie followirig holds:

( 1 ii)y(r) = n [v(r)2; where Q is functioral operator

J(x,y,z) = y E ; y = const. (9)

at any point inr a botirud lss space of (x,y,z), E teien eIpresenlts a
a vector field obta ined by applying the operator v to the sca lar
Voltage fuinction uL (x,y,z) in this space, so ttiat

( 1(1
-E = o(x,y,z) = [u i + au j Lik= grad u-E uX,Y,7,) a, By

By definition, for a constant .y , the f ielId is non-turbuI lent:

i j k

V (-E) = (v u) = rot E = a/ax a/ay a/az = 0 (11)

3.2 Major Pitfal ls

The method of images is frequently uised to overcome tire inconve-
onienoce of a discoritirlotity of cuirrent f low at the air-earth bound-
ary; buit that is julst one of mnarny difficuilties encounritered in the
fOrmuIlation of boundary conrditiorns for a viable soltution. Usulal-
ly, for a complex electrode ike the grid G of Figure 1, the con-
dition uI(X,y,z) -- corest - Vo is required at all points (xo,yo,zo)
comprising itS surface. However, thern the distribujtiorn of current
densities for all individLual elemerits gl, g2, g3, ... , becomes
formidable problem to caIcUlate, even with the use of a comripuiter.
Most of so cal led exact mnethods, whether it is a "point-matching"
or "matrix method", evolve aroujnd the method of moments, describ-
ed to a great detai in Harririgtore /14/. The idea is to' subdivide
each grid element into a nuImber of shiort segments, presume that
the current densities may differ from segment to segment but each
are coristant along each seginernt, and solve a set of corresponding
equlatiorns for VJ = V for al j's, in order to obtain the cuirrerits
'of k segments, ref lecting the step-by-step varyirig leakage derisi-
ty. Because of symmetries, only a redLuCud set of n equations with
n < k has to be solved; here in a matrix form expressed as

[ rij tk = Vj ; i,j = 1,2 ... ,n (12)

Buit, a Ithouigh this problemn is of manageable size eveni for sma Iller
compuiters /15,16/, two c rcuImstanices conlspi re aga inst suiccessfulI
development of a simplified method for calculating tthe critical
suirface potentials above an equLal ly spaced grouind grid:

(1) Singularity phenorernorn at geometric extremnities,

(2) Stringency of th-e linear ity criterion for applying a super-
position principle on one side, afnd the inherent incomplete-
riess and often incoherent definition of a simplified mathe-
matical model on the other side.

aCECV1(r) + C2V2(r)J = ClaVL1(r)] + C2QV-(r)J; CI,Ca = const. ( 15)

Buit, for y(r) = 6(x), v(r) = x, and a= C I,the cri terion s not miet:

1 1
,

ClXl-+ C2X2 C2X2 CIXI
( 16)

Ilrthernmore, as it wi II be shown later, suiccessive superpos itioris
neglect that a distor-tion occu-rs in the electric fielId dute to the
preserice of other sources. To puIt t another way: Tthe cuirrent ray
whichi emerges in a narrow anrgle from N-th wi re toward t;he co rnier
mesh orn the opposite side of the grid, wi InIrever get there - be-
rig diverted downwa rd by ctirrents emanat; rig f r om the othe r w res.

F iguire 2 docuimerits the degradat ion of a vol tage prof i ie wthich oc-
curs if the basic mathematical rnodel of the preserit IEEE' gradiernt
miethod is appl ied to a set of 16 paral lel conductors which are in
0.5 m depth below the earth's suirface, and spaced 2.45 m apart in
a 72 ohm-m so . The vol tage prof le i s shi fted by 1 .811 kV to the
left side of the voltage scale, to obtain positive values.
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3.3 What Can Be Accomplished?

Basically, there are ttiree avenuies opern for the ref-iriement of
the IEEE simplified method:

1. lderitify error terndencies of the basic model arnd determirle
the effect of simpl ifications; compensate for the errors.

2. Minimize or avoid the singularity problem by desigrn mearis.
3. Restrict the problem size and assess applicability limits.

As we shall see, all three steps will be taken. For instance,
an addition of grotind rods along a grid periaeter can accomp-
lish 2., by altering the geometry of the grounding system. As
shown in Figire 3, the tuse of ground rods may be viewed as a
conversion of geometry a) into geometry b) in which the corrier
mesh no longer is in the electrically extreme location of such
a combined grid-rod system.

MESH VOLTAGE LEVELS

KIV
III.. J tl l l.,l ......... T7[WI:LOW

(a) (b)

Figure 3.

It. ANAALYSIS OF TIlE PRESENT ME1ThOD

4i. 1 Genera I Approach

lIhe funidamerita [quaLi on (1) for ca cu.l at rig thie niesr vol taqe
by the IEEE method, has fouir basic comrponents. With tire excep-
tion of one beirig a constant, the resaiirning three comporierits
are non-trivial mulltipliers, each being a fuinction of several
pa rameters.

4 v(l) = d = const.
meh =T rr=(i)=v(2)"i117Lv(3) = Ki= 0.172N + 0.65 (17)

v(4) = Km= C ln(N,D,h,d)

In the par"ticulIar case of a simpl if ied forrMLlia for caiculating
Emesh, Eq. (16), pp. 19 - 20 of the 1976 edition of the Guide,
ttie analytical formulation of the fouirth component is:

( 18 )
Km = 1 ln (D/Ih-d)(3/4)(5/6) (

i 2 -2

In the forgoing analysis, the coinponents of Equration 17 will be
sttdied at two levels: first, any cOrcleptual defficiency of tIre
basic method wi be rimore or, less igriored, arncJ the factor "Km"
will be aria lyzed withi respect to tire rieri-simpl ified forsrtliat ion
of the model which it is Sopposed to represenit. The approach is
to disasseble KR in its preserit forirf, stLrdy tire pieces, correct
any shortcomings of the simpli ficat iorn proceduire, arid thern re-
asserirble Km and verify the expected effect of the chariges made.

Second, the question of deep-rooted deficiencies (which are in-
hierent irn the} basic miodel), will be discussed, rind certainl cor-
rective measures related to tire use and definition of two re-
maininig composite factors "Ki" arid "i", will be cornsidered.

Some readers will Urndourbtely realize that the eritire subject of
this analysis can be approached arid riggoroLsI1y treated in tLorris.
of stch wel l-fouLded corice pts as of a coritiriuos maippirng arid of
a near mappirg, or better, yet, if viewed as a cortinmuous il-
ear transformation, uirlifying both tht-e topological arid algebraic
aspects of tire forrirer. Noriettie less, in order to reduce the rieod
for a spec ia ized termi no logy associtated wi tti these corncepts
a somewhat less precise formLilat ion will be allowoen. Given thie
problem of an electrical gradient field stutdied - wthicti clearly
is ttiat of a vector space arid its algebraic struicture, ttie dis-
cLrssion herein wi r-est jList upon two corncepts, (cohierency and
completeriess), described in Section 5.

1.?2 Cthoice of Coordinaite Sys tem

*Inr coritrast to the coriventiorial orientation of X-Y-Z coordirnates
stown in Figure 4a, the coordinate system wtiich will be used ir
ttins paper, is ttiat of Figuire lib. ... >

y

F igu,re ia . Figure 4b.

As indicated by tire alternative positioris of a vector P(x,y,Z),
tthe rotation of a coordiate "cuibe" brings the X-Y plane into
the plane of this paper. Irn turn, it also al lows to asstne thiat
soi fi lls a half of the irifirnite space of (x,y,z) for al rion-
negative y's arnd to view the X-Z plarie as an air-soil boLindary.
Then, assuming a set of N-para I1l con"ductors to be buiried ir
a depth y = h, arid perperidicular to the X-Y plarne, suich a con-
vention permits to study their gradient fields in ttie plane of
this paper, and the resulting notation becones fUl ly compatible
with that used in the Gulide.

4.,3 Review of Basic Assuimiiptions

Inr the Gulide, the equLatiorns for Ervests were derived witth the fol-
ow i ng a ssuImpt i ons cons i de red va i d:

1) CondLuctors externd so far from the X-Y plane that end-effects
can be neglected.

2) Cross-connections are sufficiently distant to have negligib-
le effect on the current flow anid voltage gradients, studied
in the X-Y plane.

3) Potential drops within the grid are negligible, compa red to
ttiose within tthe soil. Tfhe absolute poterntials of all points
on a grid conduc tors are therefore asstimed to be eqtja I

14) S)i s homogeneoLIs arnd has uni form res i stivi ty.

5) 4ethod of images can he used toC; IcI a toa tie effects of "N"
conduIctors buiried in depth 'Ih" nlear the earth-a ir bouindary,
(represented by the X-Z plaric).

6) Eaich of ttie "N" real conductors and the r images carries the
sane cuirrenit; tieW ctirrerrt dissipatinni a lorg each conductor is
also same. tire cuirrerit "i" flowing irito the earth per uinit of
condUctor (real one or iniage) length, is = Io/l.

7) Sirice th-ie soi is homoger1eoLs anid tt-he voltage - current rela-
tion is liniear, tire method of stiper-positiorn carn be applied to
obtairn ttie rmragnritudes arid directiors of ctirrent compornen-its at
any point dire to any real or image conduictor; each determined
separately. All such corirporients can be added vectorially, to
give the magnituide and direction of the total cuirrernt at that
po nit.

8) Necessary aI Iowarice for a) a somewhat hi hter tuit cutrrent in
the outer parallel wires - in comparision to the unit cuirrent
inr the wi res near the gird center; b) a cuxrrent increase near
the ends of a sirigle wi re or inr ttie grid corriers to accouint
for the "ernd-effect"); c) thu. presernce of cross-connectloris,
special electrodes etc. can be made by meatns of a corr-ective
factor Ki, tire "cuLrrerlt irregularity" factor, as described in
Section 1.

9) D >> h >> d, D beirg corndtictor spacirng, i depth of bLurial,
and d condLcCtor diameter.

4.4 Analysis of tire Simplified formuLla f'or "Emesh"

The drawback of nice abstractions is the inevitable mismatch
betweern thie cormp)lexity of reality arid the sirnmplicity of assurap-
tioris used to describe it. As we will see next, simplifications
of ttie simplifying assiirmptiorns help to forget it.

Referririg to Apperndix of tthe GLuide, arid tor Appendix anrd Fi-
girire 5 of this paper, it can re stated ttiat the fo llowing e(qua-
tion foreed the base for all those operatioris which in tthe past
led to the preserit simplified formuila for Emesti, Fq. (17):

( q9)E h E + Em = L Ki C Kmy(l,L) + KE(L,N) 3

where Em is vertical component of the sesh voltage

Emx is horizontal component of the mesh voltage

and

Kmy ( 11) = 2;1 ln
-
d-

K (1,N)r= zrt 2lN 2 52 ]
mx zyk--O L4h2 4L(kD)2

For fuLrther coriveriierice, let

Kmx(l,N) = Kmx(1,2) + Kx(3,N)

(201)

(21)

(22)

The rationale for Lising the syrebols like Krmy(1,1) or Kmx(1,N) is
ttiis: generally, in any factor of (i,j), is the first and j is
the last mrember of a series; for example, Kmx(3,N) represents a
composite factor for N-? conductors, starting with the third anid
ending with ttie N-tih cornduictor; figture 5. Thusly, alliuding also
to tine text of thie Giuide, there shioLIld lie no douibt that Kmy( 1 1)
represents ttie effect of a sigle wire orr the voltage differerrce
brtwern tihe wire aind a poirit irn the) earth' s suirface imnedilately
above it. In Figure. 5this wire is the f irst periptieral condLuct-
or irn depth "h" ote thie lef t side, arid ttre point is Xl.
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Further combination with (24) produces the familiar first part
of formula (18) which, as such, represents the factor Km for one
mesh:

- L~/-~j. D-D 2 -j -D t D

i 2 t5 - - -~ -

Km =1 in (D2/16hd)

Figure 5.

In order to determine the truLe relation betweern the above form1.-
la for Emesh and the simplif'ied one, consider now Km of (18) in
the following transcription:

(23)

K = K (1,a) + K (1,2) K' (3,N)
m MY mx mx

where
Kmy(1,1) = l2n(h/d)

K(1,2) = 1in(22/16h2) = l in(D/4h)

K (3,N) = in C (3/4)C(5/6)

Analyzing Kmy( 1, 1 ) and K'my(1,1) first, these expressiorns be-
come nearly equtal for d/4h approaching zero, thi.is confirming the
original constraint of Equlation 63 of the Guide, i.e. 4dh >> d

KMY(1,1) = Sup. K (1,1) (241)
4dhh

K (i,i) = Jim {.L ln h
= 2- ln (h/d)

MY d/Llh Loo d(I -;-

Kmx(1,N) can be similarly compared with K'mx(3,N) and the latter
one identified, barring of one exception, with the effect of N-2
wi res which are adjacent to the two forming the "corner inesh" in
figure 5, on the voltage difference between points Xl and X2.
The exception is, however, a significant one: The Guide implies
that Km'x(3,N), the expression which coritains series (3/4L)(5/6)
(7/8)(9/10) ... etc., restlts from using the simplifying assump-
tion of kD + x >> h for k = 2 ... , N. But, the simplifications
that had been made, actually puLt a mLuch more powerfull condition
h = 0 into effect. The limiting operation below, done with the
non-simplified series Kmx(i,j) of (21), for i = 3 and j = N, and
for h approaching zero, confirms this fact.

K' (3,N) = l 1- ln ( 4h2 + (2kTr)2D2 I= 12(5k )h ..0 DL 2 _-'

in C (3/4)(5/6)(7/8) ... (2N-3)/(2N-2)

The role of K'mx(1,2) now becomes easier to assess. Declaring
formally

F(2!k-i)DY2
Km(1i2) = 2 C 4 4( ) = K(lj K=2j (26)
Kmx ~~k=-0 4h2+4.k)

x()+Km .1 (6

and Lusing (21) as before, buit here for i 1, anrd j - 2, orne can
observe that a remnarkable duial ity of assumptions is riecessary to
der ive K'mx(1,2) from its non-simplified counterpart. In partj-
cI I a r:

- On one hand, to simaplify Kmx(1), both a non-zero h arnd D >> h

are requiired. Orly then it is possible to accept

1h 1D Dr+n~ (27)Krrx(l)~~~~~~ it r nc 1 4+ D ]z ln ( D) t7

- On the other harnd, for Kmx(2) the governing condition is h-0.
As one may dedtIct below, Lurless "D" is approaching inf'irnity,
the condition 0 >> h is both reduindarnt and less powerful.I

K;,x(2) = lim 2is ln + 3 = ln(l) (2
h ~0

By combinirig (27) and (28), the desired expressiorn for K'mx(1,2)
is obtained:

K .(12) = 1 l (I)(D2/14t2)J = 1 ln ( D2/16h2)

Completition of the above eqUation by adding the K'mx(3,N) term
to obtain (18), is self-evident.

In view of these results one can readi Iy real ize that the present
simplified formula (18) converts the geometry of Figuire 5 into a

highly asymmetrical model of Figuire 6 below. A fill appreciation
of this circumstance makes a world of differerice irn understanding
the relatively poor performarice of this simpl if ied eqtiatior), irn a
side-by-side comparision with other less simplified otr different-
ly simplified versions of the basic matthematical model.

h)
~-

~4

Figutre 6.

Tables and I I provide such a comparision made for a ser ies of
grid designs, witth the computer programmed to proceed witth more
and mlore su-bdivisiorns of the initial grid pattern, uritil all re-
stilts became irnpractical. The specifics of the series are listed
in paragraph 5.5.

4.5 A Better Simplification For Km

As conf'irmed by the results of a comparative calcuilatiorl series,
the previous simplification process incltuded a number of quLes-
tionable decisioris. The decision to simplifiy the Kmx(3,N) term
of (22) by letting h=0, was the cost profound orne: On orie hand,
it eliminated both D arid h from the series and converted it into
a fixed integer sequence, per Equatiorn (25). On the other hand,
it made the model highly asymmetrical, and - due to the proper-
ty of vectorial suimmations - it also considerably amplified the
already excessive terndency of the basic model to show the influ-
ence of all conductors which are outside the corner mesh, as be-
ing far more pronouiriced within the corner mesh areas, than what
Ohm's law normally permits.

Consequently, two questions concerning (25) can be asked:

First, if the condition h = 0 is inadmissible, could a simple
corrective term be so devised, as to make the series behave more
like that of (21), arid get any of possible errors biased against
the mentioned undesi rable tendencies?

Second, if tthe first step proves to be feasible, wthy not try to
carry the simplificatiorn process to its logical conclusiorl, an1d
find if anfy direct analytical solution exists for the prodtict of

the numerical sequtences so generated?

The answer to both qLuestions is positive. The uise of a siniple
corrective factor lHm(h,ho) below, has the desired effect orn (25).

Hm(h,ho) = /l4l + h/ho h. = 1 m (31)

H(h,h0)
~ N N-i F(2k-1) 2D 4~2H (h,h) Ir 4:23 t2 I ln:kl) D + 4h-] (

m 0 nr 2k-2 2in 22 J232

And indeed, as derived in Appendix Ill, there exists a very good
estimate for the product of a finite series (3/lfl(5/6)(7/8) .

which becomes exact for irifinite N; Eq.(111-17).

Therefore, a muIch briefer expression riow can be used to approxi-
ma te Kmx(3,N):

H (h,ho) Km(3,N) = ln
(33)

It is rather interesting to see what happens if (31) is COMbined
witth the old improperly reduIced term (25) to obtain an "h-adjust-
ed" assynietrical formuila for Emesh, stated below:

Emeh [n (D/4h)+ h/h; ln (3/4)(5/6) 3..lKi ( 3')

Columns EM1 and EM1* in Tables I-l1, document the performance of
the above series with respect to the old one. Readirig column tEM1*
for the resulits of (34), one can see that eventuia I Iy a bette r per-
forming simplified formuIla could have been developed in the past.

However, as shown in Appendix I I, arl equially simple formula car
be derived for a symmetrical model of the corner mnesh per Fig. 7.

N'-1~~-- - .
h ) a

I
" hh~~~~~~~;

(29)

Figure 7.

(30)

.,4c>

'I. 'k
-

y --,kb e



This new formTula for 1Km which comrlbines ( 1-10) of Appendix I I and
(33) above, is:

I=D1Flnf (Di2h) _ h) + 1 ln 8 (35)
2r L6hd 8Dd 4d) J V/(Y(2N-l1IJ

Its performance is shorwn irl coltireri EMNEWI, Tables and II.

5. M FIROVtED [QUAJ IONS

5. 1 Fu-l'darriletri Merle Crig (rrocepts

Vi owl rig the rer at (in-sh p lie tweeni a selected g rornd i rig system arid
il sollme CorrnesponrInrig arathlierimati1:1l mIiodic a15 oiie tarinslorr r tio!ri,
iyevolving ttie "orkirfiTllt SysttirTI reI iod by riei set of parameters
a-rid a "t. raisfofrir no on1,nc I!I iried by anro the r paraltirir set, - that
of tthe noodeI, tthe fol lowitiq concepts hloId t rur:

Lemma (i) - A model is complete if and only if a direct correspondence
exists between the parameters of the original set 0(p) and
those of the model set T(p'), and this correspondence is
one-to-one.

Lemma (ii) - Let the respective results of calculations based on 0(p),
and those based on T(p'), be functions R(0) and R'(T), as
follows: both are defined in the domain of Cartesian co-
ordinates (x,y,z). Then the model is coherent if for an
error function X(x,y,z) = Abs ER(O) - R'(T)], it holds:

x(2/ax2, a2/xay, ..., etc.) = C, for any test X(o,,,y)
such that c, ,, y E(x,y,z}..

Obvi Otis ly, tte cohlerency rtcqi irIcs tha t an errrior firric ti li is we
behrav rig, i, e. 1ron0o terioLs y tic ra si rig, dec reas; rig on ciols2 lit.
Witti reof errlce to gore P, t s subm i tted wi thof10t1 proof that
thre funritarierntalI riial hematical nrodel of lie IFJIF gr-irir?tit metelfid
s bothi rlcomle te nil ricrle relt.

5.2 Flaws arid Correctribi I ty of tire Basic Model

As it can be determinsed fItOri the coMrip 0iSiorl Of' CtilrMis tM-3 and
fM-4, labIesleI-l La flu rIpro erseri of't111 tfhhas ic riirmrlel per
Apperndix 1, eq's. ( 1-7) arid ( 1-18), as tised0 iri coliiusri E1-4 does
riot perforrn as good as equLation (19), sthowrn in colimni Frl-3 Arid,
botth evenItLal ly lbecose negative for high N's. Why is this so?

There are foLir principal reaso1ns: f irst, thr2 difference restilts
frosi neglectinig N-2 corldLiCtorS in tthe Ey term of (19). In spite
of the fact that ir-n assessirig the Ey coritribritiorn of wires which
are rernote froml the corner, meshi, MoL of t.he wires and their im-
ages appear as ahotit eqniidistant frorir the poirnt above the corrier
mesh, their effect still is sigrlif'icarit erInoigil to fiurthier anipli-
fy the already too storog rffect of N coriductors irn the Ex term.
As a consequence, equiatiorn ( 1-18) is more erroneous tharn (19).
However, thie best model is that withi not one bLit two first wires
taken irito accoLunt in t-hf, E terin, eq. (36). This is verifiable
with the use of a Fortran sbtirutitnrre FULSER below, by setting NY
eqtal to 1, 2, 3, ..., etc., and to N, respectively.

SUBROUTINE FULSER(CKM,EXF-,EYF,CDIA,JDI'liH,SPAC,NX,NY,PI)
TTI-M( A, B, C, D) = ( A*A+B-B (-)(-*C++D*f))
T 2-12"1 .
13-- 1.
RA=-CDI A/2.
RI-?2.*DP Iti-tRA Flere, tue notation is:
1)0 1 M-1,NX
1Oh+ - Sl[)Ac* I- l (ACI .A.M- 1 ) KM .l..e... , ;n
lDll=SPAC+ F tOAT ( 2*M-3)/2 ct ff.... Krx 1, N[X)
11 1 FF*flRltl (1)P)TP1ti,DM, D11 I I 1,1D K frI.. r.ly) I NY)
F Ofl,GT.NY)(OlTI 1 CT)lA.. , d

_12-- 12*T ER11 WIPTH, DK, RA, DK)
13I3= IERM(tDPTfi,ODK,RB, DK)

1 CON I NUE
EXF-/I AIOG( T 1( 2. -P I)
ttYF(ALOG) t2 )+AlCOG( T3 ) (/(4. *P )
CkM----E.XV+LYF
Rf-I UFPN
FEND

* A IUNDAMlNIAI MOFILL Of [itL (GUIIE 80 GIRAlIENTIF MFf1112 (36)
* NX IS NtJM13FR Of- WIRES TAKFN INTO ACCOUINT FOR EX COIl- (31)
* PONENT, NY 15 ItIAl FOR EY COMPONENT.
-----------------------~--- ------------I l rr 3

Seconrid the uIse corcnse titv sulpe rprs t errs rien r(e t s thfe rr f llorICrO
of othre,r wires prlIclrit. Inb order to restore the v;s idi ty of ( 1 I ),
a riUrsrer of addiitiorlra f i if'io'rus SOUrecies wonlldt1 ivrv tfr he ntrto-duceri to corilperlsa tf fror t. fis conrce[titia dofT icieric:y
lthi rd, corfi5rary to ISSLe1111pt iOlcS aird 81, stirit lenigtth of fcress
-corierrctiorrs is ir:Ic11e12 iri thie t(ita-i wire lelltl:h I., these croSs-
conrrinectioils are 11ot. negIeotedrift r ririvertfd ijrtni not extirritins
of the rornainiirig N crnndutctor s. Beccati,eo lo/L, tthiis rushIi tc il)
doti i ng of tire artea si7r and a redri(jiOrr rfr th1fl cordrulictor Ilerigthl
1)12 illi it. o01 a r i, Al sri, t,I is tirTetiod prtnv idiS- lti Crrrlflperisat itt f'or
an incr-eaase irr ttirr imotits11 re?Xistari(Oe betwecri (f?rr'ioly sl;aced wiris
whiCii wouild lcaisfr ;3 red(UCtir)rr irr t lhe calc lWited curri2rit f l1ow froia
theo intiner cortducrf-is tows rd thinr corrie Insc'h, lFe rift liIitrome is a
di sproport ioria y iiigtf cutirerr t SatLirat i0i of the soi betweere ttie
two pa ra i 1e1 wi rrzs form rig the "cotr-ier rlesi"r whichl far exceeds
the possible range of ctrrrent derisities potr Luriit of artea occtir irig
there diir-inrq a faiIt . Ihs appplies t.o all vertslris of tiirr model.
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The rnae ofSheo warz tinis%t be sent iored h re: his c ea r perept iorn
of the sigui ficanreoif a coridlietor deris ity per unit of a grid co-
ye red area, as well as hiis approach Lto the dovelopmenrrit of a siri-
pl ified method for (determinriring th?e resistance of grid-rod systems
are as mniuich of inlterest today, as twenty-f ive years ago. /22/

Fotirth, the applicaltion of thte 1i factor Lipsets ohrs's law btut riot
mtuch is wrong with the factor forrmula itself'. In fact, coritrary
to what mfiarry believed, the straight-lice fuonction of Ki i.s con-
sistent with ti-he merlel tised. Hinwever, the problem is as follows:

Io L

K iR if Ki > 1Rg R- i Rg (38)

Obviously thie ornly way to satisfy tIe left side of (37) above, is
to uAse a seconid corrective factor for the average current of corn-
ductors otrtside the corrner iriesh, which has to be less than one:

iL Ki L, + Kii L2
i; for L1 + L2 = L and K.. < 1 (39)

5.3 Role of Grournd Rods

Sn far no attentiorn has been paid to thre fact that, in practice,
a typical grotinrling system includes not only the horizontal e(rni-
drictors forming a grid, btit also a sUibstational rniumber of ground
rods coriiected to it. rfie torsost reason for tthis oriission is, of
coil rse, thrrlt the principal model has no provisioris for recogizirig
the individtial groLiriding rods as stLich. In f act, sirice a set of N
p rarle cornduc to rs of undetermined ind ividtra Iengths is sLIbst -
toted for the grid and rods, seemirngly a very ittle carn be done
inr acconrit irig for tthe preserice of grotiirid rods -- arid evenr less so
in regard ing the effect of their aI location within the grid. BLit
rio ncatter- how discoutagirng this appears to be, first consider tthe
folIlowinrg three basic cases of arn identicaI grid: 1 ) with no rods,
2) witth 211 rods along perimeter, and 3) witth 24 rods spread everl-
ly witlrirr the grid area; figuires 9, 9a, 9t), respective-ly.

tire riertinrernt dat- nare: sui resistivity l111 obhrri-rrl, 140 in X iltO
grid area, total lerngth of' grid condu-ctors 1400 m, 24 ground rods
each lonig 14.1 m, depth of gr-id bLur'ial 0.5 m, and ttIe diameter of
both hori7ontaI and vertical electrodes 0.02 m.
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Figuire 10.

As it can be seen in columns EMNEW1 arnd EMNEW2 irn -T1ables 1-1 I,
the effect of a semii-empirical factor Kii is not too drastic,
yet produicing adequate compensatiorn for an excessive rnagnituide
of the average cLurrerit of N-2 cornductors riear the corner mesh.

5.14 GrouAnding Resisterice FormiutIla
In the Gu ide, the calcuClationr of a groiunding resistance is di-
vorced frorn the mathematical model used in the gradient analy-
sis, and the following simple formula is provided:

Rg = cr( 7 +
L

) for h= ( 43 )

Although the depth of biurial is not meritioned, it is reasoriable
to assumie h = 0; for arn irifirnite L, the formtla becomes that of
a metal ic plate at zero depth. Irn order to obtain a correction
for norn-zero but shallow depths in the usual .25 - 2.5 m range,
the above expression carn be combin-ied with anothier semi-empiric-
al formula for a plate, suggested by Lauirent in reference /2/:

R = c-1 (i + r ) for non-zero hp 8r 2.5h+r (144)

Besides having h as a pa rasieter, the resuIt rng formula lias orie
Iso re advantage: it, S re lati vely easy to rememi?ber.

R (h) = i[L + = ( 1 + 1+ T72 (115)

As it can be dedLcted from the results of compiuter, simulation,

showrn inr F iguLre 1 0,

if tthe rods are placed excluLsively alorng the ttiere
is a very small differerice between the surface potentials

the corrier mesh and of the ot;her meshes;

if the rods are spread evenly over the entire grouindirig

or worse, if no rods are used at all the differenrce su-b-

staritional. In the forrmer case, the overall potential

lower, because of thle iricrease irn the total btried length;

the "crowdirig" of grouind rods in thie grid corriers,
verse effect on the grid resistance. Ini fact,

of GRID #3 is a little lower tthani that of GRIDl #2. Needless

t.o say, this resulIt sti may be soinewhat of

5.4 New Simplified Formuli for "[mnesh"

It is we krnowni that if the rnimimer of grid meshees increased,

a current derisity in the peripheral conductors exponentially

creases, atta inirg art extremIellythiggh value inr

But, equIally important is the fact that while ciurrent

ty valuLes in the interior region of the grid charnge little,

the relative size of this electricaIyly flat' inner,

creased. And, precisely the latter phienomenion also

a somewhewtat paradoxical cncluIsion, concerning the appl

lity of simplifiedeqetations: AlthIough

oririgiaI y deveoped ir drregeard of arty round redds

their buried lenigth, a grid rod combination grottnd reds

placed predomiiirianttly alorrtg the perimneter desigri cort-

cept for whichc this simplified method is analytically
able.

Henice, reflecting the experience with grouniid
s,cribed previous ly, the Fit

f

lowing eqliat ionts can lishied:

mE
I

K (1,2 ml H (3Kin)mesh 0 i 2TrL 5Xy s¼Oimx\m

where. i rti td, ino trt thin a rosily e/p tied sy tbo I s,

K.. is correction factor for inner area currents

L is total length of horizontal grid

LL is total length of ground rods

L =Lc + 1.15 for grids with rods along Kii

L = L + L for grids with rods evenly spread over K (2N)-
r

Thet I 15 titt ip inr in ( 39 ) refl ects thie theeoret ica pr erii so of

t 1 fic ieii;y of, g r unrt roods inr it ti rigi c
rerit into the e rlth cotpriorriis to equi lent length of

ri
d

cortilticto 21, 21r 21.

ri a more exl I c t Cofrt fu r a q rid w th rods a orog per moLto,
theo eqtia tionis((It

(D + 2-h 2 8.mesh
mesh 2v(L

) Ki
K. I

0
lni 8Dd ln+ 1 18

Alternatively, fuo rr a grid wi thotit grotird rods, withthe erodo s

ever Ily spread w ittiiri the nt ro gr-id a rca, Etiar eguat on becomles,

(142 2 8 2_ox _I D2( D+2h) h ~ 1 8

E l0- + ln
meh (L '-IL )2Tr 16hd 8Dd id) (2N1) /4h/h- ly(2N-1)

Th-ie above formTIla compares equial Iy we II with a more coinpilex eqgia-
tioris of Schwarz (riot shown) and of Nahinan; see coItimn fPGNEW arid

colimn RGNAII irn Tables 1-11, respectively.
5.5 COm!prative Computer Series lables arid II

A series of compuiter ruris has beeri used to coaripare the perform-
atice of the IFEE rnodel anrd of the eqtiations proposed by othier
atithors, and to ascerta in the effect of variis SirTipl i ificatieors
on the basic for naItA for Emesth. Althotigh these caIttIlationis wrore
made for depthls rarigirig fromt 0.25 m to 2.75 rn, irn 0.25 m steps,
orily ttIe resuilts f'or 1.).25 at arid 2.5 m have beern tabulated. Spte-
cific parameters and design data pertairinrg to T-ables 1-11, are:

COLUMN EQUATIION DESCRIPTION

EM-1
EM-1 *

EM- 1 T

Efl- 1 N
EMZUK
EM-2
EM-2*
EM-3
EM- 4

EMZ N
EMNAII
EMNEi1

EMNEW2
RGNE1
RGNAH

17-18)
( 34 )

(51)
( 19-21,25)

( 19)

(1-18)
( 56)

(514(#
(141)
(142 )

(45)
( 53)

old simpl ified formulIa of CGLide 80, Eq. 16
sante as E[4-1 biut h-ad,idsted by Elirr, per ( 31)
saine as EM-1 biut uIsinig Thapar s Ki per (146)
same as E:M-1 btitt sirig Nahman's Ki per (52)
Ztikerman's formula based on GuJide 80, Eq. 16
partly simpl. for-miula of GLide 80, Apppdx.
same as EM-2, bhit h-adjtisted by Hin, per (31 )
nori-simpl fied fotriula of' GLuide 801, Appdx.
frndamental iriodel havinrg N of Ex+ Ey terins
Zirni's eq. forKi Kin produict by correlation
Nahmanr EqLiatior) based on Ki forffit-l a (514)
riew syinritetrical formula rrods alorig perimr.
newsymmertrical formrIla rods evenly spread
riew simplified formrulLla fo r grid resistance
Nahman's grid resistanice formiila

#) Note: Since Eq. (54) is based on h=O.5In, EMNAH values have

been approximated as fle lows:

Eq.(54) x RGNAHI (hi =O.25ra, or 2.5m) / RGNAlI(Ii = 0.5m)

The printed values EM-i to EMNEW 2 are in volts, RGNEW arid RGNA1HI
are ini ohms; D is spec irg in meters, N nuAmber of coridLuctors.
Design Data: Grid area m x m, soil resistivity 101) ohm-rul,
conductor diameter0.01m (10 tmn); grid current is 1 kA.

6. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK BYOTHERS

6.1 Thapar and Nagar'sfformula for Ri, Reference /18/

Irn oraietor Ito er ittIb iati thul val ii ty of theI[ IEEE me tioid for IsrrPr
grids, in 1916 lIaper & Nagar perforsmcd tests orn sodel grids in

(l t rloot.r yt ict irk, e teidiii itg the prevvi oiis RK tchi 's ex-pit r merits

witEi saimp e sla re gr
i is (611 moshirs s mriax imititi), to2? itueshtl IRe-

fferririg pntr ly to the outitcitimu of' those tests, Pridpartly to thte

resu ts
a
ai'MFimlYEiCal vol tiE ono fthe cirrent di stribtt in in

a set 01' N pam rat Itw wirme thiyyrratcomaorid to rise art al t ered Ri
curve for hitgher N s,

K.= 0.22N + 0.3 for5;fN' 21 (116)

irni con.j i itill w ithi t -.
s irpif ied EnortrTi It Eno fRu, kai atrci n 18 )Sinc ce the afir lyti l mr ttiod t is based ott a simutlI t nuo ussClolCLIa.-

tion of N dilc emenit cunir-ricts, this part of' the reterinice will bit

di sec issed in morn d .il ii liiirt t the Oct Of (116)

on theire simlifIf mforie Ia torf rE ricsissli sirtowri iri colItiriri EM r

tables I1. Cota pti tido tiiritri F 1, theO vsV i ns ofm EMWth are ap-proxiriat tely 111 lhigher, if (146) is sedir (17).

6.2 Zukeritiarn'a qutitiron, Re norenice /8/

iri 1918, atter pt itig to rat ionIie z tte proceduresrc of the, Cuide,
Zker.reria developed emIgrapi-i lticiIictaoo r frrsJesi at r5ia y
sisofo groundrig grids. ini or-der to miktie thine siiTip fined toariao
o r Etitesti a ol t r g raph ca app icea t es, he Lsed tim

lowing exp raressions Ior K arnd R:
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DEPTH = 0.25 (M)

N D EM-1 EM-l* EM-1T EM-lN EMZUK

TABLE I

FM-2 EM-2* EM-3

13
GRID SUBDIVISION SERIES

EM4-4 EMZIN EMNAH EMNEW1 EMNEW2 RGNEW

3 20.0 667. 7 672.14 667.7 615. 2 6614. 3 667. 7 672.14 668. 5 668l.5 717.2 536.14 667. 5 700.0 1.519 1 .518
14 1 3.3 1496.14 503.0 1496.14 1471 .1 1491 .14 1496. 5 503 .1 1497. 2 1497.2 536.14 1400. 9 501.-3 5140. 2 1.141 5 1 .4014
5 10.0 397. 6 1405.2 397.6 392.6 392. 5 397. 7 1405. 3 398.14 398.14 1433.14 3145. 9 1405.-3 14146. 1 1 .353 1 .3143
6 8.0 332.14 3140. 7 320. 1 31414. 9 327. 7 332. 6 3140. 9 333 .3 333.3 366.14 309. 2 3142. 1 383. 2 1 .31 1 1 .306
7 6.7 285.7 2914.5 283.5 3114.1 281.14 285.9 2914.7 286.7 286.6 318.8 283.1 296.8 337.5 1.281 1.283
8 5.7 250.1 259.14 2514.3 293.6 2146.14 250.14 259.7 251.3 251.2 282.9 263.5 262.5 302.5 1.259 1 .266
_9~~5.0 222.0 231.6 230.3 279.7 218.7 222.3 231.9 223.3 223.2 2511.8 2148.3 235.14 2714.5 1 .212 1 .255
10 1.14 198.9 208.8 209.8 270.2 19671 -T59W712092 0 .35-0072 21 T33 575T128 Y2
11 14.0 179.5 189.7 192.1 263.8 171.2 180.1 190. 2 181.3 181.0 212.9 226.2 1914. 8 232.1 1.216 1.2140
12 3. 6 163.0 173 .3 176.5 259.6 161.0 163.6 1114. 0 1614. 9 1614.6 196.8 217.9 179.1 215.5 1.207 1 .235
13 3. 3 1148.5 159.1 162.6 256.7 1147. 0 14l9.3 159.8 150.7 150.14 182.8 21(1.8 1 65. It 201.0 1 .199 1.231
114 3.1 135.8 1146.5 150.1 3214.8 1314.6 136.6 11It7.14 138.3 131.8 170.6 21)4.8 153.5 188.2 1. 192 1.228
15 2.9 1211.14 135. 3 138.6 403.8 123.6 125.14 1 36.3 127. 2 126.7 159.8 199.6 1142.8 176.8 1. 186 1.226
16 2.7 1114.1 125.2 128.1 1472.5 113.7 115.2 126.3 117.2 116.6 150.1 195.1 1 33. 3 166.6 1. 181 1.2214
17 2.5 101l. 8 116.0 118.14 532.0 1014.7 106.1 117.3 108.2 107.5 1It14.14 191.1 12'4.7 157. 3 1 .176 1 .223
18 2.14 96.2 107.6 109.14 582.9 96.5 97.7 109.0 100.0 99.3 133.1 187.5 116.9 1118. 8 1 .1172 1.222
19 2.2 88.3 99.9 101.0 625.9 88.9 89.9 101.5 92.14 91.7 126.2 1814.3 109.7 1141.0 1.169 1.221
20 2.1 81.0 92.7 93.1 661.1 81.9 82.8 941.5 85.5 811. 6 119.5 181.14 103.1 133. 8 1. 165 1.220
21 2.0 714.2 86.0 85.7 688.9 75.14 76.2 88.0 79.1 78.2 113.3 178.8 97.0 127.1 1 .162 1.220
22 1.9 67.9 79.8 78.7 709.3 69.3 70.0 82.0 73.1 72.1 107.6 1176.1i4 91 .11 120.9 1 .160 1.219
23 1.8 61.9 73.9 72.0 722.14 63.5 614.3 76.3 67.6 66.5 102.2 1714. 3 86.1 115.1 1 .157 1.219
214 1 .7 56.3 68.14 65.7 728.2 58.2 58.9 71.0 62.14 61.2 97.2 172.3 81.2 109.7 1 .155 1.219
25 , 117 -51.0 63.2 59.7 726.7 53.1 53.8 66.0 57.5 56.2 92.5 170.5 16.6 1011. 6 1 .153 1 .219
26 16 159 5. 54.0 717.8 148.3 .7 61.3 529 51.5 88. 16. 72.2 99.8 1 .1-51 1 .219
27 1.5 141.1 53.6 148.5 701.5 143.7 4j4.14 56.9 148.6 L17. 1 83.8 167.2 68.2 95.2 1 .1119 1 .219
28 1.5 36.6 149.1 143.2 677.6 39.14 140.1 52.7 1414.6 143.0 79.8 165.8 614.3 91.0 1 .1147 1 .219
29 1.14 32.2 441. 9 38.2 6146.0 35.2 36.0 148.7 14(.7 39.0 76.1 1614.14 60.6 86.9 1 .1416 1 .219
30 1.14 28.0 140.8 33 .3 606.8 31.2 32.1 1414.9 37.1 35.2 72.5 163.2 57.2 83.0 1. 1114 1 .219
31 1.3 214.0 36.9 28.6 559.6 27.14 28.14 141.3 33 .6 31.7 69.0 162.0 53.9 79.14 1 .14.3 1 .219
32 1.3 20.2 33.1 214.1 5014.14 23.8 214. 9 37 .8 30. 3 28.2 65.7 160.9 50.7 75.9 1 .1142 1 .219
33 1.3 16.5 29.5 19.7 41141 .1 20.3 21.5 314.5 27.2 25.0 62.6 159.8 147. 8 72.5 1..1111l 1 .219
314 1.2 13.0 26.1 15.5 369.6 16.9 18.3 31.14 214.2 21.9 59.6 158.9 1414.9 69.14 1 .1140 1 .220
35 1.2 9.5 22.7 11.14 289.6 13.7 15.2 28.14 21.3 18.9 56.7 157.9 142.2 66.3 1.139 1.220
36 1.1 6.2 19.5 7.5 201.2 10.5 12.2 25.5 18.6 16.1 53.9 157.1 39.6 63.14 1.138 1.220
37 1.1 3.0 16.14 3.7 1014.1 7.5 9.14 22.7 16.10 13.14 51.2 156.2 37.1 60.6 1.137 1.220

381.1 -0.0 13.14 -0.1 -3~~~~~.....14.6 6.7 201 13.5 10.7 148.7 155.5 314.7 57.9 1.136 1.221
39 1.1 -3.0 10~~~~~~.14.-.. -166 1.7 14.1 17.5 111 8.2 146.2 1514.7 32.14 55.14 1.135 1.221

141)100.0 76 -. -24.1 .. 1.5 15.1 8.9 5.8 143.8 1540 30.2 52.9 1.1314 1.221
11 1.0 -. 14.9 -10.6...3.3.3. 3....09 12.8 6.7 3.5 141.14 153.14 28.1 50.5 1.133 1.221

142 10 -1 2. -1. -556 -. 32 10.5 1. 13 392 152.7 261 182 113 1.222
143 1.0.4. -0.1..1.2...-672 -. . . 09 37.0 152.1 214.2 146.0 1.132 1.222

1414 0.9-16,8 -2.9 -.0.14 -828.14 -11~~~~.2....7 . . 30 349 115 22.3 143.9 131 1.222
147 0.9 -214.1 1.1 -944-37..82 136 014 -4 -8.7 328. 9 1519.9 71 3. 1.1291.2

149 0.8 -28.6 -114.6 -35.1 -1781.1.-22.6 17 3 3.1 -80 -12.3 25.2 1149.0 13.9 314.3 1.128.51.13 1.2214450 08 -10 -66 -79 2019 -47 -90 4.2 9. -1.05 314 14.5 1.32.68.182.21

0 0.0 -2814.2 -283.5 "'.363.14 ~*~'~" -253.5 -203.7. -23.0.1.9. -300.0:: -10.2 127.6 -190.7 -19.9 1.118 1.231

37 200 18. 1. 496 1609.8 16. 1434 51.1 491 ..96...6147.3 1450.39 528.2 514.6 1.1213 1.27241413.3 3143.2 372~~.3.14.2. 3.6 387.5. 37.9 35.0. 561.47.2 311..997.42.0 1.08 1.9
68 8.0 201.:11. 19. 3.9 200....1 22.0 25.2371 20. 70.0 2689.8 281511. 309.5 1.129) 1.1236
84.911. 11. 136.1 186.2 13.8 168..14. 209.2.185.2 175. 2521. 214.8 231.14 258.2 1.1528 1.2241

5 5.0 1. 5.- 14.9::-2 160 9.7.10.14.52..19.. 169.9 158.3 191.6 2198.14 21.) 312.36 .3 1.109

11140 13. 118. 78. 114614 731 13.6 177. 1197 13. 5.9.. 20.3 19.3 22.6 1.1 1.3101

12 3.6 59.4 105.0 64.3 187.6 59.2 125.9 171.6
13 3.3 46.8 93.4 51.3 206.3 47.2 120.6 167.2
14 3.1 35.7 83.1 39.5 2014.6 36.5 116.3 163.7
15 2.9 25.7 73.9 28.7 183.5 26.9 112.7 160.8
16 2.7 16.7 65.6 18.8 11111.0 18.3 109.6 158.4
17 2.5 8.5 58.0 9.6 86.2 10.4 106.8 156.4
18 2.4 .-9 51.1 0 1 0, 4 3.2 104.3 154.6
19 2.2 1414.7 102. 1

20 2.1 38.8 9.7

21 2.0 33.3 98.1 150.1

22 1 .9 -214.5 28.1 -28.3 96.3 1148. 9
23 1.8 -29.8 23.2 -94.6 147.
214 1 .7 -.9 18.6 -827.8 93.0 1116. 6

25 1.7 14.3 91.5 145 5

~9

27 1 .5 148.7 6.3 -57.1Y- .3 88.7 11 3. 6
28 1 .5 529 2.5 -62.5 -87.3 1142.7

29 .14 r : :
86.0

30 1 .4 864. -145- - . 1 62 84.8 1 t1 . 0
3 1 1 .3 - 6. .4.4 -26 -5 i 83.6 1140(.2
32 1 .3 67.14 82.14 139.14

33 1 .3 3 -13 .9 - 8.5.2-3. .10 81.3 138.6

34 1 .2 -.6..8 -38
...

-68. 80.2 137.9
35 1 .2 77.6 1 79.1 137.2
36 1 . 1 -80.6: 22,11 -9 .4.

78.1 136.5
3 7 1 ...1 - .8 7.

38 1 .1 -86.?: -27 . .. 6 600.7 -19.8 76 .1 1 35.2

39 1 . 1 -89 5 -3 -1.0 -6 7 5.1 1314.5

1 .0 -92-.2 -111.4 -6 2 714. 2 133.9

141 1 .0 -914. 8 314.7 -1114,7 -7192,6 -87. 5 73.3 133.3

142 1 . 0

.9
.7. .....

.......
-75,9 130.6I -.1........

148 0.9 .-.1.11..5 -149.(4 -13. 9 *.*4 .*.-.1 67.14 129.5

:-5.-.........
4-6.7 129.0

0.08 14.14 **7- 1283.

142. 9

137.5

133.

129.14

126. 4

123.8

121.6

119. 6

1 17.9

116.5

15.2

1114.0

112.9

112.0

10. 3

109.6

1(9.0

108.14

107. 8

107. 3

106.8

106.14

105.9

105.6

105.2

1 01{. 8lOll.1011. 5

1014.2

103.9

103.7

103.14

103.2

102.9

102.7

10)2. 5

102. 3

102.

101 .9

126.9
12(1.2
1 14.6
109.9
105. 9
102.14
99. 3
96.6
94.2
92. 0
9(. 1
88. 3
86. 7
85. 2

141.2 1911.6
127.6 188.8
11 5. 7 183. 9
105.1 179.6
95.7 175.8
87.2 172.5
79.14 169.6
72.3 167.0
65.8 164.6
59.7 162.5
54. 1 1 60. 5
148. 9 158.7
414.0 157. 1

39.3 155.6

82.6 3(1.9 153.0
81.4 26.9 151.8
80.3 23.2 1510.7
79.3 19.7 149.7
78.4 16.3 148.7
77.5 13.1 1147.8
76.6 10.0 1147.0
75.9 7.1 146.2
75.1 4.2 145.4
714. 1.5 11414.7
73.7 --1 1114.
73.1 -6 t 1 43. 4
72.5 1142.8

71.9 -.5 1142.2
71.4 -10. 141 . 7
701.9 -13 141.2
70.4 -15.2 1110.7
69.9 -1l7...3 140.2
69.5 I-9.3 139.8
69.1 -21.-3 139.4
68.6 -23.2 139.0
68.2 -25.0 138.6
67.9 -26.9- 138.2
67.5 -28.6 137.8

191 . 2
185.14
180. 7
176.9
1-73. 7
171.(0
168. 7
166.7
165.0
163.6
162. 3
16 1. 2
16). 2
159.14

158.(6
157.14
1 56. 9
156. 4
1 56 (

155. 7
155.14
155.1
154.8
1 51. 6
151.14
1514.2
154.1
1 54. 0

153.9
153.8
153. 7

153.6
153.6
153.5
153. 5
153.14
15 3. 4

153.14

212.9
206. 7
2(01. 5
197.2
193. 5
190.14
187.7
185.14
18 3. 3
181.5
1 19.9
178.5
1 7 7. 2
176. 1

*).

174. 2

173. 3
1 72. 6
171.9
171 3

1770. 7
170. 2

169. 7

169.2
168.8

168.5
168. 1

161.8
167. 5
167.2
16 -7 .1

166. 7

166.5
166. 3

166. 1

166. (
165.8
165.7
165. 5

SOL-ID PLATE APPROX.

0.0 - 05.14 617 .1 4. . 1.

1. 10(4
1 . (92
1. (485
1. (179
1. 074
1.069
1. ()65
1 . 062
1. 058
1 .055.
1 .053
1.050
1 .1)118

1. 1)46
U'. 1'1'

1 . (0142
1 0141
1..039
1 .038
1.036
1..035
1. 0)34
1 .f033
1.0 32
1.031
1.0330
1. (129
1 . (128
1.027
1.026
1 026
1. 025
1. 0211
1. 0224
1.1)23
1.02 3
1 .022
1 .021
1 021

1 .103
1. 102
1 .102
1 .103
1. 103
1.104
1. 1()5
1.106
1.107
1.108
1.109
1.111

l 1 1 3

1.115
1.115

1.1 18
1.119
1.1210
1.121
1 .122
1.123
1.124
1.125
1. 1 26
1.127
1 .128
1 129
1 . 129
1. 1 3(
1 .131
1 .132
1. 13 3
1. 131J
1. 134
1 .135
1.1 36

1. 1 1 8 1 .3 1 3

RGNAHi

r%i-+r st
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Ki m (m+5)/6
K = + [ln(S/41d) - 1.45 ln(m)]

(47)

(48)

where, inr add ition to the synibo Is a Iready dief irned before,

fn is the rinumber of' meshtes a lorig a grid side. for a squLiare
grid, or for a rectargtilar grid with "N" paral lel cor-
diictors both in tire er st-west asd the rio rtih-South di roec-
tioris, n = N - 1.

S is thie length of a square grid, or tIe short side of a
rectarIgLilar grid.

Of interest is the expressiorn f'or Krn, sirice it containrs a non-
trivial simplif'ication of ttie series (3/4)(5/6)(7/8) ... of
the original IEEE f'orMLula, Eq. (17).

A substitution of (N-1)D for "S" and N-1 for "in" in (48), yields

Km = l[n(D2/16hd) + 2(1-1.45) ln(N-1)J

whiichi cari be ftL rtirer rear ranged iri to

Km ln(D2/16hd) - 0-45 ln(N-1) (50)

From the last expression, it can be seen that Zirkerman's conver-
siori retains exactly tue conrbiniation of K'my(1,1) rnd K'mx(1,2)
terms of Eq. (3(1), btLt substitIutes a simple ntimer ica approxima-
tiorn for the K'mx(3,N) ternr:

(51)
K I(3,N) a -(0.45/rT) ln(N-1)

This approximation is reasoriably accuirate for miost practical ca1-
curlatiorns, though Iacking the qtialities of stiprenaity and converg-
ence of the similar expression (33) developed irn tthis paper. Fig-
tLire 11.
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- 1. 2
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-0. 6
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I__ i,, i*|E Ii Ii
=1I [/ 8- )1 r ij;ji

4t

4

-

j 0 45 In (N-1)

n ...etc.

i f i
r

10 100 1000 8000
N

Figuire 11

In the whole, hiowever, the Zikerman's fornaulation suffers f'rom
and has the same defficiencies as the original IEEE formrutila. In
Tables l-li, colirerir EMZUK provides ample eviderice for this con-
clusion. (Of cotirse, the same comfnent applies to columns EMlT
and EM1N as wel. )

6.3 Simpl if;ied Equlations of Nahirnari arid Skuletich

Asserting that thfe IEEE simpl if ied forrmila for Frrrslis provides
satisfactory resuIlts for cornduictor spacings exceeding 5 in, btit
yie-lds resLllts whlich are too low f'or dennser spa cirigs andli rir-
al depths greater tharn (.5 in, inn reference /111/ Nahmnrnn et al.
sLuggested to replace the factor Ki iri ( 18) by a more progres-
sive fuinction, stated below.

..

Ki = 0.155 N + 0.58 + x (52)
whe re

xi ={0.68o 8 - .55 for 8 > 16.3
;

- (N)3(.Ai)-1.25(h)'0/1~8015 for 9i6 16.3'

furthermore, irn a related paper /11/, they presenmted the fol-
lowirng formLiu for ttie produict of Ki arid SRu inn Egriationf (1),
and for caIctiltatirig ttie resistance of rectangrlsI grids:

g [ L3 [ ( ) ]r
80.53 1.75 l~~OOhd

iKm = 0.024L8(, - 10)0.72 + (A/o 2.5) + 0.9 ( 511 )

1 he performansce of ( 52), 554 ), ( 53) is showro iro labls - I, in
coluintrris EMIN, EMNAH, PGNAIA, respectively. As it carn be obtserv-
ed, wh il (511) s wel I-behaved flriet or whicth rema iris pos t ve
throtoghoLit the eotire test series, the Lise of (52) iri conjLIuIc-
tion witth Km ot ( 18) proves to be trouiblesoise: Wi tii ncroeasirig
N arsd decreasirig D, the va ltsS of F[nesh go down, itp, and dowr
again, befor e becomiing negative.

6.4 Notne on Work by Voronins, Reeference /21/

AlthoLiugh ArmstrorinJ snd S impkir iric lided in thei r experimerits the
case of grounrid reds placed alonrg a grid perimeter /214/, it was
Voronmina who ful ly recognized thie sigilfnifcace of this grid-rods
conf igLirattiorl in control inig the- s-irrface voltage above the grid.
Inr- 1969, she condiucted tests with iiTodel grids f'o r 1 - 32 irimshes,
irIcldirig grids withi arid withtiot cross-connectiotis, with or with-
otit grooind rods, arni developed seversal arialytical expressionns in
correelatiorn to thPe exper iriorital reStitS, wliicti a low to f inrd thle
grotind resistance aniii the step arid totuch poterit ia Is of a groLlnd-
ing system as a prodnict of several tabulated coefficierits.

6.5 Zink's Km Ki Product

Simiiarly as Voroniria, bLIt with one difference, in 1979 Zirik at-
tempted to rise the r-esUlJt of experiments mriade iri an electrnolytic
tank, to obta ri sri eqirat ior for a srirface potent is iri the cor-
re r mesh. The di ffe renice is thi t lie pe r-forined a reg ress ion aria Iy
sis of the test data pitbl ished in /13/, with respect to the IEEE
sirnpl if ied formrnla for tEnesh ( 17), tryirig to matctr the test data
by means of a funirction of N (replacing the factor Ki in the for-
muila), wtinle retaisruing KS as valid. Because of this choice which
sUbstittites a ma tching function of just orie variable (N) for Ki,
the produict yields results ori a high side, due to the shape of a.
regression curve. Also, sirice ttie very si mple fornIula for groLind
resistarnce, eq. (37) is rised to def ine the percerit rTnesh voltage,
tire obtairred expressiorr carifrrt adequately reflect tire effect of
the depth of birial h. Co ltimn EM9ZIN in Tables I-il documernts the
performance of (56), obtained as fol lows: Definirig thie percent
mesh poteritial irn terms of GPR = Rg lo, and solvirng for Km Ki,

Kmes 200 K K1 (55)
100% = .N r12.5 K + 83.3/N + 2.08

results in

Km K in (0.111 Km + 0.0184) N + 0.125 Km + 0.759 + 0.833/N (56)

7. EFFECT OF CRUJSHIED-STONE l.AYER ON ALLOWABLE SURFACE VOLTAGE

7.1 Eva Iliatiorn of a Safe Toirch Voltage Above a Gird

Once the critical snirface potentials above a grounriding grid are
determined, it should be a siiiiple task to decide if ttie design
does or does riot nieet tine requirements of IEEE 8(1. I t is r-iot.
Inconipatibility of principal nIssumptior-is rrmakes it difficult
to apply ttie reqriired saferty criteria correctly. For instarice,
Vx < V should assure corimpl iance with a giver) safety ruile; here,
a surface voltage Vx to he less than the allowed va lure V.

HJowever, in terrims of the Gride, Vx not always is a triue snrrfnnce
voltage witin tespect to V. On one hand, V by def irnitiorn refers
orily to thu srirface materi - rio rmiatuer wshat may be below ttiis
suirface. Orn the other hand, Vx is obta ined by rnearis of a sinilp-
if ied rmethod whilci is based orr the assLrIrpt iori of nirmifornri soi .

Therefore, Vx as stich, is a voltage orr the earth's stirface, re-
gardless if everitJal ly a iayer of protective Tnaterial is poAt on
the bare ground, or not. *he significance of this circummnstance
is ana Iyzed next.

lIie present Guide 80 defines ttie maximinrn allowable voltage for
a touich type of contact, as

Kt max = (Rb + R) Ib(t)

In th is express ion, Rb remnresermts tihre resi straomef,f a huiman [odJy
eqtla to 10011 ohtimns, Ib t) s the timnme-depermdernt mini t of a nun-
f ibri latirig cni -rroril throuigh the body rest t i n ref'r-in O)a zei ' s
99 .5 % safety fmruroLJ Ia lb 0. 116/ t, lb ri amps, t inn seconimds;
a nd P f s a comb ned rne s sta ricn o f two ha re fee t rn con ta c t w th
grournd srirface, -nhis last term is ca curIlated, ri ohms, as equna
t.o 1.5 p , whemroe pdpurrotrtas rm nmrn,n ricu vs lire of tihe r;Lirfarcrr
Tiaterial resistivity qivenr in ohini-m. llsing laUmrent 's forMLnIs for
tine resista nce of in ci rcilianr plate at. zero dipthn R 1).25 p/r,
it is easy to see that Rf repr-eserits thie groLind re sistarice of sri
equLiva lent inleta ic dni sc havinrg aippr-oxifiiate ly 16 cm rn d iafete r:
Rf beconres equal to 3 p if r rad uIs r = 1) 083 m, i f a Lun forin
medilrrn of resistivity p is assirned to inrfini te depth.

A qgLestiori therefore ar ises, s iow to correctly interpret (57),
and how to estimate tine effective vaslie of Rf/2, if:

a) ttie sti rface is covered by a relatively thin (it - 5 irich)
layer of gravel or simni lar miiaterial ouf a resistivity minichi
higher thurn thrit of tire soi I, and

b) the grouiniding gtrid is buried close to the ground sulrface.

7.2 Arm Eqtiiva lerit Electrode AssUMnptionr

Inr ordeor to analyze poiruts a) arid b) inn siriple terms, assIme for
a moment that the sotirce of c irrent is ground ed far frorn the sub-
statiori, arid jnst a sirigle "foot" electrode reprresents both feet.
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Choosing an equivalent hemisphere rather than a disc, its radius
is a = 1m/3t = 0.106 m, Irl arn uirnbouLrnded voluime of gravel of re-
sistivity p, the apparent resistance of this electrode is:

0f
R (p) = 2P X dr/r2 = = 1.5 [p] for a--0.106 m
a 2

a
2-r (58)

For C=1 and infinite II, Ra(H) becomes Ra of (58):

R (H) = " (1/a + 2/ri +2/r2 + *.. + 2/rn + .**)

lim Ra(H) = p/(2Tra) = Ra(p)
H -oo; cp0 P

Since a II eqLipotentia Is are corncentric hemi-spheres, the integ-
ration can be viewed as a summation of a series of resistances:
each resistanrce beirig that of a thin soi shel I, arid, each conse-

cutive shel I having its diameter increased by dr.

7.3 Effect of a Tthin Overlay

Corisider, riow a layer of gravel of thickriess ht', wihich is spread
over, a perfectly coniduictive earth. A current distribution on the
thie grave l-so hounda ry is iderit i ca I to the d stributit ior fotunrld
in a plarne of symmetry between two sources of opposite polarity,
with the sootrces set 2 h' apart in a bouiridless mPeditim. Because

most of the currerit leaks down within a relatively limited area,
FiguLre 12, the area which is covered by the gravel does riot have

to be very large, to be assumed of irifinite size for a valid ap-

p rox mat ion.

A modificationi of tte above eqtiatiori to Iimlit the effect of the
lower plarie, provides opportunity for several simplifications.
Fi rst, for smia II a, suich as 0 < a < 0.2, all az irn (62) can be

rneq lectetd, and thte simmation simpl if ied. Let

00 00

1/r0 1/2nH a: S/H; series S = + + n -0 (614
1 1

In torin, tthe new series S canr be replaced by a faster decayinig
series S*, of whicth the irifirite stim is knowrn. Choosirig S*, as

(65)
00

S* = 1/k2 = 1/4 + 1/9 + 1/16 + , k -oo
2

S* = 1.644934 - 1 z~0.65

A

it, FigLire 12. the substituition of twice the infinite stim of S* for 2S, means:

Thtus, usirig sUperposition, the electrode apparent resistance is:

00 0

R (p,h') =p= dr/r dr/r)2 R (P)(1 2h' -a (59)
~a 2h'-a

2'-a5

This result carn be interpreted as stating that for an equlivalernt
hemisphere tthe effect of a surface layer of thickriess h' is the

same as if tthe hemisphere were coated with a 2hi' layer of gravel
formig a coricentric shell. Ihe f'o llowing eqUation is a simpie
extention of this coricept taken orie step fUrther, to accoinrit for
a semi-irfini te vouLime of so il surroUnding the gravel. lhe soil
has rion-zero resistivity p; 1Q < p0 < p.

Here,
Pc 00

R (p,po,h') = R (p'h) + 2h- J dr /r'2 C...L)
a a ~~~~2h'-a 2Tra (60)

An important impl icatiori of this formula is the fact that an ef-
effective value of Rf can be siMply calculated by (58), if the
resistivity of the siurface material "p" is replaced by a derated
resistivity p'= pC, Lising tthe factor C below,

C = 1 - a(1 - po/p)/(2h' - a) (61)

7.14 Effect of Grid Proximity

The proximity of an energized grid has so far beern neglected. ir
order to accounrit feor a set of coriduictors haviiig a poteriOal (Fto)
which is higher than t.he potential at tthe point of a "foot" con-

tact, ttle cuir-rerit I iries wtich rad iate fr-om the "'foot' electrode
can be vi stia ized as if these are beirng forced to sprerad wide irl
a iiiiited space between the grid arndI ttie air-soi bouniary. SLch
a behavior is analogous (and its cause is siini lar) to the effect
of two paral leI non-coridtUcting planes separated by a distancelH,
showrn in Figutre 11.

EA

H

\

each grid conductor at E
E 2 EA

Figure 13.

As illustrated, a considerable ntimber of the rays emerging from

tthe "foot" hemisphere will charige their direction at ntLinerous
reflection points, before enitering the tinobstruicted space. And,
albeit some adjustment will be necessary to accomodate the fact

that only the air-earth planie is unibound, the basic formulation

of this concept is an infinite reflection series.

Defirning the apparent "tfoot" resistance as a function of H,

Ra - 2 1/a + 2/r + 2/r2 + . + 2/rn +
62

) (62

whiere

rn = aZ + (2nH)W

2S 1/2 + 2/9 + 1/8 + . 1.3 (66)

A relatively simple equjation f'or the apparent resistance of an

equLivalent "foot" electrode in the presence of a grid, emerges
as a result of applying (66) and (64) to (62):

R*(H) = 'a (1 + 1.3 a/H) ; d-pC (67)

Alternatively, irn a notatiorn which is consisterit with (59) and
(60), the formujla can be expressed as:

Ra(p,po,h' ,h) = Ra(p) C(1 + 1.3a/(h+h'))

where irn addition to the aIready esstabIished symbu Is, h is depth
of thte grid buIr'ia l; H = h + h' .

7.5 Kr(owt Test Case f'or Two Wi res arnd Crulshed-Stoner Overlay

In thc closure of Ref.(16), the fol lowirig exaisple was thorotighly
anralyzed witth the uIse of a cormpiluter: Two coontoeruni so wi res are
btiried irn a 250 otim-m soi wthich is covered by a 0).25 m layer of
crtished storne, havirig arn averaqge resistivity of 5,01)11 ohm-n.
wires are pliaced (1.5 is below the soi suirface, ainid spaced 10 m
apart. finch wire has a 0.oll m diameter (11/0 AWV, size). Asstiirig
a man starnding atop tthe protective layer and touching a grotirided
object above a cernterl irne between tli' wires, tthe value of arn ap-
parent resistance of his feet was determined to lie 6,1447 ohms.
Ite corresporiding valtic of der-ated crUshed-stone resistivity, is
75 % of a nominral valuie, i.e. C - (.75.

Alternatively, this particulat valLe iof (1.75 was further checkouT

against another valtue, obtairied from a general set of deratirig
curves which hiave been proposed for sticti a pUrpose irn Ref. (25).
Reading of a C(K,h) cuirve for K ---0.9 arid for h= 0.25 m, prodtic-
ed a 0.82 va lIue for the deratirg f'actor; K - (po-p)/(po+p).

In view of tthese resrIlts, the outcome of' usinig (61) and (68) maa
he of interest:

If thie effect of couinterpoise wires is neglected, (61U applies:
substittution of p - 5,(t1)l ohm+-in, po = 250 othm, and ti = 0.25 m,

gives

C = 1 - o.106( 1 - 250/5000)/(0.5 0.106) = 0.7441

Ra(5000,250,.25) = 1.5 x 5000 x C = 5581 ohms

If the two wires are viewed as a grid, and equatiorn (58) is ap-
plied (using the already kriown resuLlt for the derated resisti-
vity pC, and the depth parameter H - 0.75 m), the result is:

R*(0.75) = 5581 x (1 + 1.3 (0.106/0.75)) = 6607 ohms

(6607 ohms/5581 ohms) x 0.7441 = 0.881

So, with no grounding conductor near the point of feet contact,
the derating factor is equtal to 0.1144. With the "grid" 0.75 m

distant from the ground sturface, the effective deratirng is 0.88.
Of cotirse, the geornetry of two coLinterpoise wires hardly julsti-
fies the use of the second method of calculation. Generally, if
a grid is bhiried near the stirface, the apparent "foot" resitan-
ce may approach 1.5 p:. In the example, this condition would
icctir for H = 0..4 m, i. e. for a grid buiried in a 0.15 m depth.

15

(63)

(68)
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ESTIMATING Emesh

Although the new eqLuations (41l) and (42) have been tested in a
design series whichl iriclded LIp to 48 stjbdivisions of the basic
one-mesh grid, it is felt ttat tthe simplif ied mettod shoLild riot
be Lused for grids withi nore than 225 mesthes (N=-16), since a 9(0
mesh grid design (N=31) probably is the utmost end of the theo-
retically acceptable rarige of N valtLies. Thus, Usirng an average,

N < 25 is suiggeste(I as a limit.

'Tite other recorrerienreldr cOnstra rits are: 1. 25 ni II < 2. 5 II)
d < 0.25 h 0 > 2.5 m

2.5: 1 maximium length-to-wirlth
rn tio inr1 rectariguIa r g r ids

Genera Iy, thie new eqriatioris carn be appl ied to tthose rectarnigiIlar
gr ids Wlic'h carl ire Vi.sii i'c1 is r "St re tchodIi srtlia r'i", Il;t iq,
iravirig idrertictala rrnrrrmlrer of' corl(dtLctors irl thle riorth-sotithi anrd iri
thrrc ast-werst nirectl.iiur. Sinrce. thre first 'o0rintil tias been iirkedl
to tire concept olF qriil-rrid design It t izirig ground rorls only
alourg thet rer imuetor. , whri lr thri srcornl urie appmI i s Fetoim rermain -
irig alterfiatives of utsirng ri grirl with grounrid rods whicth are pre-
dorrmirnarntly planced irnsile thiir grid area, or with rio roni s at all,
threse equatirns rleterreirrrr thin prrhribal rarige of tre nresh voltage
Va lues whicth can be expected for most designs in practiceu.

9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Strpi_ of hlart I

- FI'indrirrintaI clharactFcr isticss of thin bt%ic rnathreinrtictal nodel
of tFir IEF'E grandiernt me tho(l Irhave beirn evaIla ntrunrid tire diF-
ficul ties experienced irr tthe p1.st with the siUipl if ird forre-
tila for Efiiesh, ep a rined.

- New simpl f i'ied eguiatiors for Frmesh, based nrt a symmetrica
model of a cornrer metsh, rave beenr developed amd tested. The
limits of applicability have also breern establ ished.

- In additiorn, sirsiple expressions f'or estimnbatinig tthe ground-
ing resistance, and for deratirig of the nomirial resistivity
of a thin sLurface layer of a highly-resistive material near
or above a groutnding grid, have been provided.

9.2 Closing Remarks

It should be borrn irn rriirid that th'ie rethod yields good estimates,
at best. Of couirse, the whole pre-occuipat ion with a corner miesh
results just from orie cruicial decisiorn: to uise an eqLually spaced
grid. Once this corncept is abarndoned, the whole approach to de-
signing a safe grouiridirng grid cani and will be changed. As t is
apparent frorr Figure 1li below, arid as it will be explored in the
following paper, Part II, the corner mesh no longer will be much
of a problem.

EVENLY SPACED GRUD - 225 MESHES
(16 x 16 conductors pattern)

li WI

hI IIf1

Figure 14. t--

I me

9. 3 liow Guood i s Th is Mothod?

v

OPTIMIZED UNEVENLY SPACED GRID -

196 MESHES (15xlS cond's pattern)
1fi+ ; u r=^

After accouinting for- thie irriterent limitations of the basiconodel,
quLite good, actuial Iy.
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APPENDIX I - Analysis Of Gradient Problem; Basic Mathematical Model

Generally, in a boundless homogeneous medium of resistivity i, the volt-
age difference between two points X1 and X. at a respective distance r,
and r2 from a line source dissipating current i per unit length, is:

..i. r: (1/r)dir i-n (r,,/rl) (I-')

If the line source is buried in shallow depth h below a flat ground sur-
face, and the points X1 and X; are both placed on the surface, the volt-
age difference between them can be calculated as if it is caused by wire
(1) in depth h, and by a mirror image of the wire (1*) placed symmetric-
ally in a distance -h above the ground plane; assuming now again the me-
dium d as filling the entire space. Figure 15.
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x 2 -x Figure 15.

r
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From the geometry of Figure 15 is apparent that at any point X(x,O) on
the surface, (here X = Xi i = 1,2), the surface current density per
unit area 6s due to current i flowing both from the wire (1) and the
wire image (1*) is, as a vector in space,

s = (cos a + j sin a) + 2. (cos a - j sinc) (I-2)

where a is angle between the direction of the current 6 and the ho-
rizontal plane.

Since 2 2
Abs.(r) = Abs.(r*) = ( x + h , and cos a =x/r

sin a =y/r
it follows that

6s = 2mr 2 cos a) =
I

2 (I-3)
2h-y

The voltage difference between points X1 and X2, as a scalar, is:

X a 0 X2 x dx 1 x2 + h27
x Tf

Xi x + h Lx + h
(N-1±)D

-y 2 _ 2 l2-LD

41*D l(N
l* 1(2*) (-3*) (*)I()

0

\- ,

rrl_ Z_ >wz xx o r ]h

(1) (2) (3) (4) (N)

y
Figure 16.

Consider now a set of N equally spaced parallel wires and their images,
as shown in Figure 16 above. Here the distance between two given points
on the earth's surface, 0(0,0) and X(% D,D), is -D, and the distance be-
tween any two line sources is D. With such a geometry, the difference in

the surface potentials from 0 to X, produced by k-th wire and its image,
can be expressed as

Ek = X(k)dxh x(k)
=

(k-l)D + x; k 1,2,
...

(I-5)

If the assumption is made that the electrical field of an individual wi-
re is not affected by the presence of other wires, then the effect of N

line sources and N images on the resulting voltage between 0 and X, is
a sum of the individual contributions determined by superposition, wire
by wire:

E = Z E (k) = Ci K (1N) = Ci ln + h (I-6)

Alternatively, the factor K (1,N) which represents this effect of N wi-
res on the surface voltage along x-axis, (from the position above the
first wire toward the point above the centerline between the first and

the second wire), can be stated as:

mx N-l
h+2k122

K (1,N) = Z ln 4h2(2k )D2 (I-7)

Although the potential difference between 0 and X has been obtained by
(I-6), their potential with respect to a remote ground remains unknown
and has to be determined. If all N wires and their images are assumed
to be at potential EK during a ground fault, so that

EK = RN Io where
0

is the grounding system resistance (I-8)

I is the total current flowing into
ground, i.e. I = i x L, L being
the total length of buried wires;

the voltage at point 0, produced by the first conductor and its image,
is:

v0(l) = E- Ey(1) (I-9)

Here, using (I-1) and integrating from the surface of both the real
and the image line source to the point 0 on the air-earth boundary,
E (1) is calculated as follows:

h h 1
E (1) di dy + - dy* (I-1<y 2Tr ~ ~ ~ h-d J*

which can be expressed under one integral, as

E = -7
ldy=.. LrT (2h) + ln(2),oy(1) di , ( 1 _

-

) dy = 2-y d

E (1) = ln[4h2 (I-1

L0)

L1)

Similarly as before, the voltage at point 0 produced by any other wire
than the first one, generally is

VO(k) = Eo Ey(k) ; k = 2,3, ...,N (I-12)

Using (I-1) again, once for the real source and once for its image, the
general form of Ey(k) can be written as

y(k) =C S r dr + C S r dr* (I-13)yrk k
D D D

1- -to *f .am

(2*) (3*) (4*)

* - _-Il~~~~~~-
_-~~~~~~-X

ovvvy=,>sy~~p-"Z<,\6\M

(1) (2) (3) (4)

y Figure 17.

Based on the geometry of Figure 17 above, it can be seen that for a verti-
cal voltage drop the following substitutions hold for all k's, including
k 1:

rk = Sy2 + (k-l)2D2 ; dy = dr sin =y dy/rk; C = di (I-14)

rk = / (2h-y)2 + (k-l)2D2; dy = -dr* sin = (y-2h)dy/rk* (I-15)

so that the integral solution for Ey(k) becomes

h~~~~~

di ydy c,h (y-2h) dyy(k) r y + (k-1)2D2 + (2h-y)2 + (k-1)2D2 (I-16)

By 7ln[ ( )2 2 -d2](1D2]k1D + (2h - 2d)]2

By superposition, the voltage at point 0 due to the effect of N real and N
imaginary line sources, is:

N N
V0 =E S E(k) = E di K (l,N) E - E ;E = E E (k) (I-17)0 0 1y o my 0 y y 1 y

where N-1 Ln(D)22 2 2
(1,N) 1 E _n h k + h 1(1-18)

my 7T 0 kD2+-d2 (kD)2ol) j

Now the voltage at point X can also be determined; referring to (I-6), it
follows

VX - Eo - (Ex + E)= Eo - di ( Kmx (l,N) + Kmy(l,N)) (I-19)

Finally, since the potential of all grounded structures is Eo, the touch
voltage in the center of the "corner mesh", is:

Vt = Eo - VX = Ex + Ey (I-20)

APPENDIX II - Derivation of Mesh Factor Km for N= 2 and ha 4d

Based on the analysis of the basic model in Appendix I, for N = 2 the
mesh voltage factor can be expressed in terms of its x-components and
y-components, wire by wire, as

Km =mx(12) + KMy((12) = Kmx(l)+Kmx(2)+Kmy(l)+KMY(2) (II-1)

where K 1 2 + D2)/(4h2)3 (II-2)

K (2) = i1ln [(4h + D )/(4h)+4D2)] (II-3)

-.(.7 "
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Kmy(1) = 2 ln E(4h2 )/(4hd - d2)] (II-4)

K y(2) = - 1 ln [(h2+D2)/(D2+ -Wd2)1 +
my Z;

+ iln [(h2-+D2)/(D2 + (2h - Id)2)] (II-5)

Combining (II-2) and (II-4) and simplifying for small d and h . 4d, by
neglecting all id and Id2 terms, one gets

Kma(1) + Kmy(l) lin [(1 + D2/4h2)(4h2/(4hd - a)]

1 ln C(h/d) + (D2/ 4 nd) (II-6)

and similarly, for (II-3) and (II-5), using a square of (II-5),

Kma(2) + Kmy(2) C 1- ln C(U4h2+D2)/(4h2+4D2)2} +

+ 1 ln C (h2+D2)/L(D2+0) (D2+(2h-O)2Jj£44

which, after some manipulation and multiplying of arguments, gives

K (2) + Kmy(2) C i-Lln (4 + h/2D) (II-7)

Denoting formally the simplified expressions (II-6) and (II-7), as
K ' (1) and 'mXy (2), it holds

Km Y(1) + K 'Y(2) = . ln [ (h/d)(l + D2/4h2)( + h/2D)] (II-8)

Since the order in which the individual members of (II-l) are summed
does not matter, obviously

K'x(1,2) + Km'Y(1,2) = Km'y(l) + K 'Y(2) (II-9)

and the mesh factor for N = 2 and h a 4d, is approximately

Km(N=2) ln [D (+2h)2 h (II-lo)

APPENDIX III - Numerical Approximation of K' (3,N) Series for h -0

For N parallel conductors representing a grounding grid, the mesh volt-
age factor Km can be viewed as consisting of three components:

m = Kmy(1,2) + K' (1,2) + K' (3,N) (III-l)

where in particular, for a zero burial depth,

K' (3,N) = (1/8) in [ (3/4)(5/6)(7/8) .. J (III-2)

reflects the beneficial effect of (N-2) parallel conductors outside the
"corner mesh" on lowering the voltage difference between the voltage on
grounded metal and that existing on the earth's surface, above a center
line between the first two peripheral conductors forming the first mesh.

Thus, nN-2

Kmx(3,N) =i/ in (a) = (i/nT) in ( SN ) (III-3)
K-'l

where N

sN 21.2 (III-4)

K=3

Since

lim (a) 1, and O.75 c ak < ak+l < l, for k = 1,2,..
n 0oo

KmX(3,N) is subtractive; the higher N, the higher negative value of the

logarithm of SN results.

Consequently, in order to approximate the series by a simple function,
and to keep errors sufficiently small and on the conservative side, we
will seek such a functional 5N*, which will satisfy the following con-
ditions:

a) SN =sup.( SN for any N E (3 N < ) (III-5)

b) lim ( SN - SN = +0 (III-6)
N _o

and, for any countably finite series, such a small positive error margin
6, 6 a 0, which will be acceptable. To prevent runauay errors for high
N, this last requirement represents the need for a convergence; that is
for any small positive number y _ 6, there always exists a positive in-
teger I such, that

c) (SK-SK )y for K e (3, N + I).

Consider now the following two double factorials:

(2n - 1)11 = (2n - 1)(2n - 3)(2n - 5) 5 . 3 . 1

(2n)I1 = (2n)(2n - 2)(2n 4) 6 4 . 2

Let (Zn1i)!

Comparing (III-4) and (III-8), it can be seen that for n = N - 1,

(2 3 211
)=1 (

n 2N- 2)!!1

III-7)

III-8)

III-9)

As shown in mathematical handbooks, v/2 can be represented by the fol-
lowing infinite series:

jrr = (2) (2/3) (4/3) (4/5) (6/5) (6/7) (8/7) (8/9) ..... (III-10)

A closer analysis of (III-10) reveals that a very useful relationship
exists between the number nr and Sn' as defined in (III-8):

2

( (2n - 1)!! 1
lim

1 (2n + 1)= 2/n
n-.° (2n)

Using (III-9), it is easy to see that, furthermore,

2/Tr = lim [(2n + l)(Sn)2 lim [(2N - 1)(SN/2)2] (III-12)

On this basis, for any countable finite series SN, N E (3 ' N '
the following inequality holds:

2 2-N (SN) 8/v, or S. ( 8 /T(2N - 1))2 (III-13)

Therefore, the sought functional SN, is:

* 8
SN (III-14)

Proof: Expressing Sn by means of a gamma function T(x) for the
particular x; x = n+l, and x = n+j values,

r(n + 1) = n! and r(n + 0)= nl (2n

Thus,
(2n -l)1! 2n r(n +t) 1

5n (2n)1J 2 r(n + 1)

(2n)I

22n(!2(1-5

Substitution of (III-15) into (III-12) yields:

F F(Zn)! 2
2/n-= l (2n +1J 2n 2 I (III-16)

Now, consider two integers: r, and v, (1i < v . n c
say, A = 5, v = 7, and let n = 25.

Then,

(5) (7) n25 2/n should hold.

Provide

11(10!/(210(51)2)2 > ls(141/(214XV)2)2 > 51(501/(250(251)2)2
> 2/n.

Calculated,

0. 66618>O 6-5818 > 0.64289> 2/n m O. 63662

or, more vividly,

2/0.95566> 2/0.9672Tn' 2/0.9902T > 2/nr.

Hence, K4,(3,N) can be approximated with reasonable accuracy, as

K*FX(,N= C n [ (2N - l)n] (1I-17)

= (1/2n) ln (8/(n(2N-1)))
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Discussion

David W. Jackson (Chas. T. Main, Inc., Engineers, Boston, MA): This
is excellent work, full of thoughtful insight, and quite clearly presented.
It is comprehensive and timely.
The simplified method based on IEEE 80 has much to recommend. It

lends to application of desk top and programmable calculators for solu-
tion of a range of ground grids, from small industrial substations to
large utility stations.

Section 7.3 of the paper contains an error. The correction factor
(equation 59), C=(1-a/(2h-a) cannot hold for thin top layers of h
thickness, where 0 < h < 3 a. There is no disagreement with the
multiplication of the second term of the correction factor (after correc-
ting as discussed below) by (1 - Qo/Q), where the base strata has a non-
zero resistivity.

It is useful to assume zero resistivity for the under layer. The basic
foot contact resistance is R = 1.5 Q, for which is used either the Laurent
disc simplification of R = Q/4r, where r = 1/6, or a hemispherical
equivalent electrode R = Q/27r a where a= 1/3 7r. Examine the behavior
of the correction term (1-a/(2h-a) for values of h between 0 and 3a; see
Col. 1 of Table 1. For variations in thickness of thin layers one would
expect a continuous increase in resistance R from h = 0, approximately
linearly up till h = a. Proposed equation 59 correction factor varies from
zero at h = a to minus infinity at h = a/2, to 2 at h = 0.

In section 7.3 it is stated that for an equivalent hemispherial electrode
this result can be interpreted as the effect of a 2h thick layer of gravel
enveloping the hemisphere.I disagree. It does not act that way. In fact it
responds as though it were a hemisphere pressed into a thin layer, and
when h = a so that the hemisphere just touches the zero resistivity layer
beneath, R becomes zero.

It might appear that this anomaly stems from the assumption of an
equivalent hemisphere. Consider the assumption of equivalent Laurent
disc electrodes in homogenous medium separated by distance 2h. The
integration distance becomes 2h. The basic foot contact resistance
becomes 1.5 L = Q/4r. The correction factor Cl becomes (1-r/2h) where
r = 1/6. However, C1 does not behave reasonably for thin layers. See
Col. 2 of Table 1. Cl goes to zero at h = r/2, and to minus infinity at
h = 0.
The form of the correction factor C, reveals that the second term

must have a positive "a" in the denominator to cause the factor to go to
zero at h =0. Return to the statement that the equivalent hemisphere
did (or should) behave as though wrapped in a 2h thick layer. Assume
this, and calculate the resistance of the layer 2h; where R = e 1/A==
dr/27rr2 between the limits of a and a + 2h. The correction factor
becomes C2 = (1-a/(2h + a).

Behavior of C2 for thin layers is shown in Col. 3 of Table 1. Its
behavior is reasonable and satisfactory. One might hope for linear
behavior when h is quite thin. Col. 3 shows that for values of h which
are small fractions of a, that C2 does vary approximately linearly.

I suggest that correction factor C2 = (1-a/(2h + a)) is an accurate
representation of foot contact resistance for thin top layers of thickness
between zero and twelve inches. For thicker layers, C = (1-a/(2h - a))
would be a more accuracte representation since it correctly reflects the
current distribution in an appreciably thick layer.

TABLE 1

Eldon J. Rogers (Bonneville Power Administration, Vancouver, WA):
The IEEE Standard 80-1961 since its publication has made an outstand-
ing contribution to the understanding and precepts of safe grounding.
Its summary of significant articles and the inclusion of premier papers
(which are still refernced today) makes available, generally, the bulk of
specialized grounding knowledge. Because of wide acceptance and suc-
cessful application of the guide, the author is to be congratulated on his
efforts which improve the accuracy and extend the range of guide's
simplified formulas.
The author's ground rod example shows with a 24.6 percent increase

in conductor length, corner mesh potential decreased 38 percent and
grid resistance decreased 10 percent. What effect does perimeter rods
have on external touch and step potentials? Larger grids would require
the installation of longer rods. For the same increase in conductor
length it would appear to be more economical to install horizontal wires
along the perimeter to reduce mesh potential. Has the author establish-
ed a relationship between rod length, number of rods and grid width?
The author's example establishes the minimal effect ground rods have
on reducing grid resistance. However, in addition to penetration of
lower resistivity earth, the role of the ground rod is to provide im-
pedance reduction and redundacy at equipment, arrestors and critical
ground points.

Extremely accurate grid design is hampered by resistivity variations
of the earth in contact with grid conductors that in many cases have
variations as high as 4 to 1 across the grid. As a consequence, current
density (A/m) and maximum touch and step will differ from those
calculated by average values. Also, it has been our experience that the
resistivity value used to calculate grid resistance differ from top earth
resistivity and relates more to the deeper earth resistivity.

In addition to less simplifying assumptions, the author modifies
Kmx(3,N) with Hm (h,ho). How was Hm determined? Should the Hm
factor be used to make "Et", Equation (67) page 38 reference [ 2] more
accurate? If 'so, would the author include his modified equation for
"Et" in his closure? Equation (41) and (42) are the finalized equation
for mesh voltage. Have they been confirmed by computer or model
testing?

Manuscript received March 1, 1983.

Approx Col. 1
h Inches C= I -a/

(2h-a)

0 0 2
a/4 1 3
a/2 2 - 0

3a/4 3 -1
a 4 0
1.5a 6 1/2
2a 8 2/3
3a 12 4/5
10.5a 42 19/20
r/4
r/2
r

1 .Sr
2r
a/100
2a/100
3a/100

1.5
3
6
9
12

Col 2 Col. 3
9= 1 -r/2h C2= 1 -a/

(2h + a)
-00 0

1/3
1/2
3/5
2/3
3/4
4/5
6/7

21/22
-1
0
1/2
2/3
3/4
.0196
.0385
.0566

Manuscript received June 13, 1983.

J. Nahman (University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Yugoslavia): The author
has to be highly commended for deriving hew formulas for grid mesh
voltages taking into account more properly the actual geometry of the
ground grid model under consideration. Since based upon a clear
physical concept of the problem, the formulas mentioned can be ex-
pected to provide good estimates of grid mesh voltages in the most prac-
tical cases.
We would like to supply some information concerning the ap-

plicability of the approximate formulas for mesh voltages.
The expressions (52) and (54) have been constructed empirically to

match the data obtained using complete computer grid modeling for
square and rectangular grids up to 64 meshes (N c 9). Formula (54) has
been also tested with experimental data reported in /13/. As evident
from Table I and II, (54) gives results close to EMNEWI and EMNEW2
also at higher N values, especially for h=2.5 m. It is interesting to
notice that, if a square place is modelled as a round plate with the same
A and h, the following mesh voltages for the plate are obtained: 66V for
h=0.25 m and 156V for h=2.5 m. The mesh voltages of the plate are
calculated at earth surface points above the plate edge.
Formula (54) has been used for assessing the mesh voltages for two

400 kV substations under construction in Yugoslavia, with ground grids
lacking the ideal symmetry (Fig. Dl and Fig. D2). For both grids:
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h = 0.7 m and d = 0.01 m. Taking D =VA/Nm and N =VNm + 1 with
Nm being the number of grid meshes, the results are obtained listed in
Table DI. Values 10= 10 kA and a= 100 Om have been assumed.

V

t , | l i ~W.E WEW .EE B

E WWE WXE z
WE. WE WE.IWE. W.E. WE -

WE. WE WE. WE. W.E.

$WE WE WE WE WE.

230 m

Fig. Dl 400 kV-Titograd Substation ground grid
B-building W.E.-without equipment

232 m
'' P WE |WE| WE E

i E W !EWE
WE WE WE WE

E N,e X
__ ____Hr E

It _ !

444 m

Fig. D2 400 kV-Mladost Substation ground grid
B-building W.E.-without equipment

Table DI

Substation Titograd Mladost

complete Formula Error complete Formula Error
computer (54) Wo computer (54) 0o
modeling modeling

Emesh, V 518 629 21 329 414 26

For the Titograd Substation Emesh values have been analyzed along
lines 1 and 2 (Fig. Dl). The highest value, given in Table DI, has been
found on line 1 at the corner mesh. Higher Emesh values could be ob-
tained at meshed M or N, but they are of no practical significance.
Mesh M has no exposed grounded objects and mesh N surrounds the
building the foundation of which considerably improves the potential
distribution. The highest Emesh value for Mladost Substation has been
found on line 2 at the corner mesh (Fig. D2). A greater mesh voltage
could be expected at mesh P, being again of no actual significance. The
results presented in Table DI show that the approximate formulas can
provide a fair assessment of mesh voltages also for slightly asym-
metrical grids.

.X

1IEmesh

0.6

o.s < k-k 09 k=0 (

-I -- - DAWA03l 059

02- 1

0.1 H

j / ? 4 6 8, 1l 1,2 10 16 18 h

(42 )
(54 )
rALIBl
)HEDKAR

Fig. D3 Sixteen-mesh grid mesh voltages

To investigate the applicability of simplified formulas for assessing
the mesh (touch) voltages in nonuniform soil, the data on a 16-mesh, 30
x 30 m2 ground grid buried in a two-layer soil with top soil layer
resistivity al = 100 Qm, reported in /Dl/, have been used. The grid
parameters are: h = 0.5 m and d = 0.02 m. Fig. D3 displays the diagrams
for Emesh/lo values in terms of H/h, H being the depth of the top soil
layer. Parameter: k = (a2 - al)/(a2 + al), a2 denoting the bottom layer
resistivity. The Emesh/lo values have been approximately calculated
from the percentage mesh (touch) voltages Emeshlo and from the grid
resistance R, both read from the corresponding diagrams in /Dl/, as:
Emesh/IO= (Emesh07o/l00)R. The mesh voltages have been also
evaluated using (42) and (54) for uniform soil with a= al. As evident,
the simplified formulas yield a fair estimate of Emesh, at all k involved,
when H/h.4. At k=0.5 and 0.9 this is true also for H/h.2. The
shapes of the diagrams in Fig. D3 can be explained by the fact that
Emesh% and R change inversely when H/h is increasing.
We would like again to congratulate the author for the valuable con-

tributions for ground grid design made by the paper.

REFERENCE
[Dl] F. Dawalibi, and D. Mudhedkar, "Parametric analysis of

grounding grids", IEEE Transactions, vol. PAS-98, No. 5, pp.
1659-1667, Sept./Oct. 1979.

Manuscript received February 18, 1983.

Shashi G. Patel (Georgia Power Company, Atlanta, GA): The author
has done a good job in coming up with a change in existing IEEE
guide-(80) formula for Emesh, making it more accurate and sacrificing
little in its simplicity. The discussor has compared the values of Emesh
resulting from equation-(42) with those using an accurate computer
model for ten different grids (ranging from 6 x 6 meshes through
30x 30 meshes) in uniform resistivity soils. The Emesh values using
author's equation were within 97 percent to 115 percent of computer
calculated results.
Comments on following specific points are invited from the author:

1) The major drawback in existing IEEE formula for Emesh is the
assumption that "the cross connections are sufficiently distant from the
plane studied to have negligible effect on current flow and potential gra-
dients within the plane". This assumption is totally invalid for a grid
with square meshes. The author has obviously continued with this
assumption in developing the new Km.

Since the author has successfully compensated for the deficiency due
to this assumption by introducing an arbitrary factor,

(2N)2/N Vklh/ho

in existing IEEE formula, the Emesh values will be accurate for grids
with square meshes. However the discussor feels that for grids with rec-
tangular meshes (2.5:1 maximum length to width ratio) the
equation-(42) may produce considerably higher Emesh values when
compared with accurate computer values.

2) In existing guide (80), the factor Ki has been determined from the
equation (Km x Ki)/Km. The product (Km x Ki) was determined
from Koch's experimental model. The author has now changed Km
with product (Km x Ki) still remaining the same. It seems that Ki
should also be changed.

3) Equation-(39) in this paper should read

iL = KiLi + KiKiiLzi ;forLl + L2 = LandKii <1

Rg Rg

to be in line with equation-(42).

Manuscript received February 15, 1983.

J. G. Sverak: The discussors have presented many interesting comments
and captivating questions. To Mr. Patel's discussion: According to the
disclosed figures on the mesh potential calculated for his 12 grids, the
differences between the values ofEm calculated by Eq. (42) and the cor-
responding results of computer calculations are within a - 3 to + 15
percent range, and the deviation is no more than plus-minus 9 percent,
with about a 5 percent conservative bias. To other specific points:

1:
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1) It is somewhat of a disapointment that, after reading the paper,

Mr. Patel opts to quote the old assumption about cross-connections
and taking it literally for its face value, makes it the focal point of his
analysis. However, a) since the combined length of all grid wires deter-
mines the value of average current density lo/L which is used in the
calculation of Em, neither the old nor the new equations truly can and
for this matter even may - reflect such an assumption. As is obvious
from Fig. 18, the basic characteristic of the IEEE model is that a single
set of N parallel wires, each of length 2S, is viewed as an acceptably
close equivalent of an equally spaced square grid which consists of 2N
wires, each of length S, covering an area S x S. But, if the conductors
have the same spacing as those in the grid and each dissipates current

i = Io/L per unit of its length, then the size of grounding area is twice
that of the grid and the number and length of conductors per unit of
area is considerably reduced. Furthermore, since the cross-connections
become extensions of the remaining N wires, only a half of the mutual
wire-to-wire effects is eliminated, as dictated by the geometry of the in-
complete model chosen. And, b) not the expression shown by the
discussor (representing the product of Hm and Kii), but the factor Ki
compensates for the distortions due to different geometries of a grid
and of the IEEE model.

However, it is difficult to understand why Mr. Patel prefers to label
the product of factors Kii and Hm as "arbitrary". Although Kii and
Hm roles are different from what he assumes, there is nothing arbitrary
about either of them. To clarify these matters, consider what is hidden
behind the words "irregularity factor" and what is and has always been

the true purpose of Ki, and what is accomplished by Kii and Hm.

Role ofKi. Because the conductor-to-conductor geometry of a grid is

clearly a two-coordinate affair which in terms of the model is reduced
into that of one coordinate, the role of Ki is to compensate for this

"quadratic-into-linear" degradation. Hence, Ki is defined in a form
y = Clx + C2; Cl, C2 const. is natural for such a purpose. That's

what has been meant by "the straight-line function of Ki is consistent
with the model used", stated in the paper. The particular form of Ki,
equation (3), where x = N, C1 = 0.172, and C2 = 0.656, can be easi-

ly traced down: as it has already become apparent from Figure 18, Ki

was devised to match the Km values calculated on the basis of N wire

model, to the corresponding true values of Km which were extracted
from Koch's experimental data. There is nothing wrong with this ap-
proach; a simple formula does not mean that the approach is simplistic.
And, furthermore, the linear form of Ki has one undeniably good quali-
ty: It does not add any hard-to-control problems of its own to the

calculated product, Em. That to tame a non-linear Ki can be a hand

full, is documented in the discussion of ref. [28] by this author, with

which Mr. Patel is certainly familiar. He is right, however, in suggesting
that for (square) grids with rectangular meshes or, more importantly,
for equally spaced rectangular grids with square meshes, equation (42)
will tend to produce rather high Em values. Yet, this will occur only if

the grid has more parallel wires in one direction (Na) than in the other

one (Nb), and if N is taken as the maximum of the two counts. Because

of the already explained role of Ki, in such a case, say for a 50m x

150m grid with 9 subdivisions along one side (Na= 10) and 27 subdivi-
sions along the other side (Nb=28), the geometric mean of the two
values ought to be used as an equivalent value of N; N = <28 x 10
17. It is indeed fortunate that the discussor has focused on this impor-
tant aspect of determining N for a rectangular grid, which is not men-

tioned in the paper.

Role of Kii. Because Ki corrects only for the grid geometry, another
corrective factor is needed to account for the fact the a superposition of
the individual current contributions, wire by wire, neglects that distor-
tions of the gradient field must simultaneously occur due to the
presence of other wires. Kii is meant to fill this need. In other words, if
the corner mesh voltage is expressed in the canonical form of (12), as

Emj = rij ik 1, then Ki reflects the shortage of rij terms, while Kii
accounts for the effect of ik terms which influence the gradient field
near the point on the ground surface above the corner mesh, where Em
is to be determined.

Eq. (42): The assumption is that with increasing N, the resulting
relative increase of the electrically "flat" inner area of the grid and of
the number of conductor segments carrying lower current, somewhat
reduces the overall effect of N 2 outside wires on diminishing the
"corner mesh" voltage between the first two wires of the subject N wire
model. However, no exact science can be claimed where none is possi-
ble. For instance, it is next to impossible to decide whether such an ef-
fect will tend to be more prominent with increasing N or not. As deter-
mined experimentally, it appears that in terms of this very imperfect
model, the relative increase of the current magnitude in the wires near

the peripheral ones, outweighs the overall impact of a greater number
of inner wires carrying much lower current. But the observation may

well be just unique to this specific IEEE model. No matter what, Fig. 19
gives a reasonable idea as to how the resulting semi-empirical factor Kii
modifies the Ki curve for N-2 outside wires.

Eq. (41): The basic idea of setting Kii = 1 is, perhaps surprisingly,
more artificial: By neglecting the need to compensate, the beneficial ef-
fect of N-2 inner wires upon lowering Em is increased. The increase
"accounts" for the presence of peripheral ground rods which are

known to decrease the magnitude of currents flowing in the peripheral
wires (N = 1,2) more, and the magnitude of currents in the other con-

ductors closer to the center of a grid less.
Role ofHm. Several disadvantages result from using Koch's grids as

a reference. These models are not scale-down design of practical grids;
each model grid was made of a copper wire 0.2 mm (0.0002 m) in
diameter, and each grid pattern arranged in a 120 mm x 120 mm square.
If a copper conductor of 2/0 AWG size is considered as typical for
small substation grids, d = 10.5 mm. Consequently for a 64 mesh grid,
the actual size of Koch's model would be S = 0.12 m x (10.5
/0.2) = 6.3 m and the spacing and depth would be D = 0.79 m and
h = 0.005 m, respectively. In his paper, Koch gave S = 13.8 m, which
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was based on the dimension of a 30 mm x 3 mm ground strap. Since not
the cross-section but the circumference of a conductor determines its
performance, per unit of length, in discharging current into the ground,
the paper indicated d = 23 mm as an equivalent diameter of the ground
strap. However, regardless of the scaling ratio, the depth of grid burial
h remains near-zero.

Table III presents re-calculation of the Koch's models for h = 0.1
mm, the grid patterns A(N = 2), B(n = 3), C(N = 5), D(N = 9), and conti-
nuing additional subdivisions up to N = 30. Furthermore, in order to il-
lustrate the behavior of the old equations if lager depths are used, two
more columns are printed for h increased to 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm.
Resulting products of Ki x Km are shown as follows.
In Table III, column II is calculated by equation (18), column II

by (19-21), and column I III by (1-20), repectively. As indicated, for
h = 0.1 mm there is not the slightest hint that the equations can
become negative or that for larger values of h - because of the lack of
this parameter in N-2 terms and the asymmetrical condition of the first
two wires - the simplified formula (18) will tend to become negative

more rapidly; here for h = 0.5 mm at N = 24, and for h = 1 mm at N
= 19, as opposed to N = 25 and N = 21 for the other equations. The
role of Hm is to compensate for the former, while a better simplifica-
tion of Km for the first two wires corrects the latter problem; eq. (35).

2) One also finds it hard to share the idea that Ki should be changed
because Km is now defined by a different formula. Most shortcomings
of the old formula resulted from a certain misconception as to how far
the results of Koch's experiment - which he had done with small square
grids submerged just under the water's surface-can or may be ex-
trapolated by simple analytical means, in order to make them applicable
to large rectangular grids buried in a shallow but decidedly non-zero
depth. In this context, the new formulas (41,42) simply offer a bit more
refined approach to this goal. There is nothing sacred about the old
Km. It was good for just what it had been derived from: A square grid
having no more than 64 meshes, not too densely spaced, and buried
very close to the ground surface. As long as h < < D, and N < 10,
there is minimum difference in Km values calculated by either formula.
When a wider range of parameters is allowed, the new simplified equa-
tions remain "faithful" to the premises of the basic mathematical
model over a far larger part of the entire parameter range than the old
ones. Thus, in spite of the changes, Eqs. (41, 42) work well with Ki as is.

3) The suggested formulation of Eq. (39) probably is more consistent
with that of Eq. (42), though the improvement is rather academic. In
fact, the only purpose of Eq. (39) is to symbolize that if an increase of
the current density occurs in some part of a grounding grid, and the
value of current 1o injected into the grid remains unchanged, then there
has to be a corresponding decrease of the current density in other parts.
Naturally, if the former is realized by means of a multiplier Ki > 1, then
it is logical to use a second corrective factor Kii < 1, to reduce the
relative magnitude of current i = Io/L, in p.u. of conductor length, in
the rest of the grid. But, of course, it does not generally follow from
(39) that numerically the condition L = Ki Ll + Kii L2, or in the case
of Mr. Patel's version of (39), L = Ki LI + Ki Kii L2, must hold true
for L = Ll + L2.
Appreciating Mr. Patel's contribution, it appears that the brevity of

Appendix II makes it difficult to recognize that the first part of Km in
formula (35) is a fully legitimate simplification of the principal model of
two peripheral conductors per equation (11-10). Since a few related
questions to the origins of equation (11-7) were presented by others oral-
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ly, a detail simplification process leading to (11-7) and, consec
(11-10), is presented below.

First, neglecting d in (11-5) and using a square of (11-3), the
two equations are added by a multiplication of arguments l
logarithm:

(2) = 1 in [(4h-+D2)(4hkL+D) (h2D2 (h2+ D)K (2) + K (2.) - (in0 ~2+ (h

=¾1 (4h2+ =¾2 [ /2 ( 4)2]

1 the2fo1d ti can be made:

Next, the following deliberate simplification can be made:

n h 2 2 ± lnh/2nD + 1)23 (II-7

4uently to

obtained
under the

o)4

+ D 1=SD2J
(II-7a)

'b)

Of course, a detail analysis of (II-7b) reveals that

22hD +1 Z
. + h7 +

because an extra term h/4D is present in the simplified equation (11-7),
shown here on the right side of (II-7b). This added term plays a very
useful role: For small values of h and large D's it is negligible, while for
dense spacings and the depth h approaching D, it slightly increases the
combined value of the argument under the logarithm. This effect tends
to rectify the conceptual deficiency of the basic mathematical model in
this respect. Hence, Eq. (II-7) can be viewed as a simplified equation
with a correctly applied error bias.

Dr. Nahman's comments and the data he provides, are very valuable.
For instance, his results for a metal plate are indeed of interest, because
these provide a true reference to Tables I and II. In the comparative
series produced by the computer, the condition of a "solid plate" was
actually obtained by setting D = d in the algorithm. Hence, for the
given 40 m x 40 m grid area and the conductor diameter d = 10 mm, the
last result was for N = 40/0.01 = 4000, i.e. the plate was simulated as a
dense "grid" consisting of 4000 parallel conductors touching each
other, side by side.
The two given examples of a grid design used in the 400 kV stations

Mladost and Titograd, well illustrate the usual dilemma facing anyone
who wants to utilize simplified equations for a specific design that does
not agree with the idealized assumptions upon which the equations are
based: Can one use the equations, and if so, then how? Here, in both
cases, the application of equation (41) or (42) would entail the following
steps:

Step I Define an equivalent rectangular grid having the same area
as the grid under consideration.

Step 2 Establish the nearest effective conductor pattern (which may
differ from the actual pattern of grid conductors upon
which the estimate of a total buried length will be based),
and determine the equivalent value of N as a geometric
mean of the number of parallel wires in eah direction for the
effective pattern.

Step 3 Using the value of N from step 2, proceed with the calcula-
tion, but estimate the total buried length of ground conduc-
tors from the actual design data.

Applying this procedure to the grid design of Fig. D2 (Substation
Mladost), one gets:

1) equivalent rectangular grid area 153 m x 444 m; 2) effective con-
ductor pattern for an equally spaced grid 7 x 18, and N = f-126 z 11; 3)
Assuming that no ground rods are used, L per Figure D2, is L = 11 x
444 m + 11 x 132 m + 8 x 173 m = 7,720 m. Finally, using (42) for h=
0.7m, d = 0.01 m, 6 = 100 ohm-m, and 1o = 10,000 A, and entering Ki
(N= 11) = 2.55. Kii (N= 11) = 0.57, Kh (h=0.7) = 0.767, andD =
f(153 m x 444 m)/ (11-1) = 26 m.

E = 100 10,000 2.55 L2n(6,035.7 + 360.94 - 17.5)7,720 2rr

- 0.7672n(0L121) 0.57] =

= 52.57 L 8.7608 - 0.9233] = 412.02 volts .

The family of curves for a sixteen mesh grid shown in Fig. D3 very
much confirms similar observations made by this author. The inclusion
of parameter k is most welcome, as some aspects of using the simplified
method for the case of a two-layer soil environment will be exploited in
Part II of this paper.
Responding to Mr. Rogers' comments: Although equation (41) has

been checked against the known results for a number of typical grid-rod
arrangements, no detail analysis of the relationship between a rod
length, number of rods and the grid size, has been done. However, an
additional insight into these matters and as to how much of an effect the
perimeter rods have on the value of external touch and step voltages,
will be provided in Part II (written jointly with R. J. Heppe), subtitled
"A Tandem Approach to Approximate and Exact Computer Solutions
for Progressively Spaced Grids With Ground Rods".
Mr. Rogers is right in pointing out the significance of soil resistivity

variations and, in the case of non-uniform soils, of the pronounced ef-
fect of deeper soils. Also this subject will be addressed in Part II.
As to what concerns the determination of Hm, and the development

and testing of Eqs. (41, 42): After Eqs. (11-10) and (111-17) had been
determined analytically, an acceptably simple expression for the correc-
tive factor Hm(h,ho) was found by experimenting with several semi-
empirical expressions, by trying to balance the left and right sides of Eq.
(32) over a wide range of h, D and N. Next, with (41) assembled and Kii
set equal to one, examples from the literature were used to ascertain the
applicability of Eq. (41) for ground rods, and later to "tune-up" Kii for
its final application in (42) for grids without rods or with rods evenly
spread over the grid area, while retaining Eq. (41) for the case of
peripheral rods. Thereafter. the equations have been submitted to the
Substation Committee Working Group 78.1 for further testing. The test
set of twelve square grids mentioned by Mr. Patel has been developed
by him for this purpose. In addtion to Eqs. (41) and (42), also Eq. (45)
for the grid resistance and a new formula for calculating step potentials
if the depth h is greater than 0.25 m, have also been included in the test.
The new formula, Eq. (69) below, utilizes a faster decreasing geometric
series in comparison to the old IEEE formula for Estep:

Estep dX2h D + h 21D (2)'- 1D ] i

= d I Ki + 1+ 1 ()N-trL I Lh D+h- pD L - (WI]
(69)

Consequently, all these new equations developed by this author, i.e.
Eqs. (41), (42), (45) and (69), have been tested against the results of
computer calculations done at the Georgia Institute of Technology in
the framework of project RP 1494-2, sponsored by EPRI. The validity
of the computer algorithm used there has been justified on the basis of
comparison of certain results to the outcome of a scale model experi-
ment in electrolytic tank, done at the Ohio State University as part of
RP 1494-3. Furthermore, some additional comparisions for rectangular
grids are shown in the discussion part of /27/. And last, but not least
several grid configurations have been verified with the use of Heppe's
algorithm, described in /17/. For instance, for a 16 x 16 conductor pat-
tern and h = 0.5 m, with other grid data being identical to those used
for Tables I and II, Eq. (42) gives Em = 152.9 volts, while Heppe's
algorithm yields Em = 146 volts. However, as shown in Fig. 20, if stan-
ding exactly above the corner of such a grid, one would be subjected to
a much higher potential of 191 volts! Therefore, in a way, this last result
confirms the correctness of two early theoretical concepts around which
the development of program RENA evolved /7/, and which will be fur-
ther exploited in Part II of this paper: (1) the envelope of the earth sur-
face potential curves is distinctly convex for ground grids with many
meshes, and (2) partly because of 1, and partly for both practical and
analytical reasons, it is more logical to pursue the development of ap-
proximate methods which can yield a near-optimal pattern of pro-
gressively spaced grid conductors than to struggle with an over-
constrained problem which - if no ground rods are assumed - may even-
tually yield an impractical answer.
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FIG. 20.
With regard to the question of using Hm, to improve eq. (67) of
reference [2]: because of the result of calculations done in paragraph 4.5
with the use of eq. (34), it is felt that such a refinement is not worth-
while. But if a better accuracy of the basic mathematical model is what
Mr. Rogers has had in mind, it is possible to upgrade the nonsimplified
formula for Km to a level which is consistent with that of Eq's (41) and
(42). Since the resulting formula will most likely be use in computer ap-
plications, a suitable algorithm in Fortran is provided below; Fig. 21.

P =2. 4ASIN( 1.

CAL L F il-UIEW(CMF,2,CDIA,DPTH,SPAC,NC, 2,PI)

A' I I

SUBROUTINE FULNEW(4CKM,KEY,CDIA,DPTH,SPAC,NX,NY,PI)

IEFIM(A,B, C,O)=hA4AA4B*B)/(C-C+D-D)
RA=CD iAl2.
RBz2. ('0V1H-RA
DO 7 I'1-,2
GOlTOf1, ;'),I
N1=1
N2=2
G010 0

2 N1=5
N- NY

3 1T=1.
T 2- 1.
T331.
DO 4 K1Ni,N2

DiU=SPAC*F[LUAI-(M-1)Dt-'-z S PArC* F t-OA I "'+M- 31)2 .

T 1 <i *1 ERM( DPI H, DVI, DPI H,OK)
F(. GT, NY ) GOTO 4
T2=T2-TERM( DPRH, DK, RA, DK)
T3=1 3*T ERM( DPTH, OK, RB, DK

4 CONTINUE
G0O0(5,6),

5 EX2=2. *ALOG( T1)
EY2=ALOG( T2 )+ALC)G( T3)
GOTO 7

6 CI1=1.
IF (KEY. EQ.2)C II=FLOAI(2-NX)X*( --2. /NX)
EXF=EX2+CIIl*2.-+ALOG(T1)/SORRT(1.+DRPTH)
EYF=EY2+CIl*(ALOG( T2)4AL OGT3 >))
GOTO 8

7 CONTINUE
8 CkM=( EXFEEYF)/(4. P
9 RETURN

E N D
END~~~~|1. 1

FULNEW above represents a modified version of subroutine

FULSER, described in paragraph 5.2, which now includes both Kii and
Hm(ho, h). This routine allows the following choices in calculating Km
for a N conductor set:

a) By entering "I" as the value of "KEY" in the calling statement

and using "2" for "NY' (number of calculated Ey components),
the value of Km, which is returned as "CKM", corresponds to the
condition of ground rods placed predominantly along a grid
perimeter, Eq. (41).

b) Entering '2" for "KEY" and again using "2" for "NY" yields
Km which is consistent with the conditions of Eq. (42), i.e. no

ground rods, or ground rods evenly spread over the grid area.

Furthermore, by increasing the number of Ey terms calcuated per (b),
i.e. using a value between 3 and N for "NY", one can achieve a certain
moderating effect which for the ultimate value of "NY" being the same
as "NX" (i.e. NX = NY = N), will produce a result about half-way
between the results for (a) and (b) conditions. This may be used for dif-
ferentiating between various grid-rod patterns. Finally, by setting
"NY" equal to "1", and "KEY" to "2", one would get a "refined"
asymmetrical model corresponding to the old formula (69) of the
Guide, mentioned by Mr. Rogers.
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It 036 3. 70t1 669.0

2.5794 2.386 587.5

19.827 1. 179 1782.0

1.853 1. 1172 654.0

1 583 1.181 671.5

1.199 1. 1019 619.0

1.20In 1. i109 1275.0

r1. 598 0.5,651 739.0

J.913 0P.877 911.0

0.518 0.9493 609.0

0.264 0.250 696.0

TABLE IV.

Table IV above shows in column EMNEWO the results obtained with
FULNEW for condition (b), and the corresponding results of using Eq.
(41), column EMNEW1, and of Eq. (42), column EMNEW2, for the
particular test data of twelve square grids discussed by Mr. Patel. In ad-
dition to the symbols already explained, or defined in paragraph 5.5,
here

is mesh voltage calculated by a computer algorithm of
EPRI RP-1494-2, ref. /28/, in volts;
is grid resistance calculated by Schwarz /22/, in ohms;
is grid resistance by a simplified set of tabulated fac-
tors of ref. /28/, in ohms;
is step voltage calculated by formula (50) of Appendix
I of Guide 80, in volts;
is step voltage calculated by simplified formula (22) of
Guide 80, in volts;
is step voltage by a new formula for depth h > 0.25
m, Eq. (69), in volts.

Mr. Jackson is correct in observing that Eq. (59) cannot hold for a
thin top layer of crushed rock, if 0 < h' < 3a. Actually, the main pur-
pose of paragraph 7.3. is tutorial. Since a set of derating curves for C,
with C defined as

00

C = l1 [ l + 2 E I
o.96 ~ =l 4 1 + (25rh')S ]

k = (p - Po) / (p + Po)
has been available in /26/, the whole idea of using the hemisphere con-
cept in this paper, is to illuminate the problem from a different angle
and, with the use of simplest analytical expressions, to

- demonstrate the validity of the derating principle in general, and
- call attention to the fact that for dense grids with many conductors

in shallow depth, the seemingly too simple approach used in the
previous editions of Guide 80, i.e. the assumption of an infinitely
thick top layer, has not been such a bad idea, after all!
The uncertainity about the sign of "a" in the denominator of (59) is

rooted in the fact that both a hemisphere imbedded in the ground sur-
face and a half-submerged sphere have the same resistance. As shown
below, if "a" is set equal to 0.053 m (in correspondence to r = 8 cm for
an equivalent single foot disc, upon which Eq. (70) is based), it seems
that, perphaps, taking "a" out from the denominator would be the best
choice with respect to Eq. (70). Comparison of the results for all three

simplified alternatives and for "C" calculated by Eq. (70), using the
summation of the first 100 terms of its infinite series, is shown in Table
V.

he (M) C PER ( 70) C PER (59) C (DWJ ) 1- / 2h'

0.053
0.079
0. 106
0.132
0. 265
0.530

0. 228
0.3903
0.524
0.608
0.795
0.897

-0.000
0.500
0.667
0.750
0.889
0.947

0. 667
0.750
0. 8(0
0.833
0. 909
0.952

0.500
0.667
0. 750
0.800
0. 900
0.950

TABLE V.

However, considering the complexity of the expression for "C" of Eq.
(70), the merit of Mr. Jackson's contribution to making the simpler
hemisphere concepts more practical, is most appreciated. In any case,
one then has the choice of using a modified formula (60) to derate the
allowable touch voltage more - by neglecting the presence of a grid, or
of using formula (66) and derate less - by taking the grid in depth h into
account. Otherwise, the use of derating curves from /26/ remains the
prudent choice.
In closing, this author wishes to express his complete identification with
Mr. Rogers' superb appraisal of the significance of Guide 80.
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